
















MANIFESTO THE 

FIRST OF MAY 

TO THE WORKERS STATES 

TO THE WORLD COMMUNIST AND SOCIALIST PARTIES 

AND THE REVOLUTIONARY MOVEMENTS 

- TO THE MASSES OF EUROPE, NORTH AMERICA, LATIN 

I AMERICA, AFRICA AND ASIA. 

I On this First of May the Posadist IV International salutes with joy 
I the masses of the world, and particularly the masses and the Com
i lllunist Party of the Soviet Union in the forefront of the struggle 

I against imperialism and capitalism. The process of changes in the 
Soviet Union are tending to remove obscurities in the I ight that 
illuminates the world and, despite the functioning of the bureaucracy, 
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it is the process of cleansing and re-thinking that decides the future~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
turn of capitalism in October 1987 over the petit bourgeoisie who see 
is not the end of the crisis. The that the collectivised economy has 
whole capitalist world is in grow- no need for war, and thus com
ing economic crisis, and more is plicated the sinister designs of 
to be expected - flowing from the imperia !ism. Imperialism conti
inability of capitalism to co111pete nues its provocations against 
with the Workers States. The Angola, Mozambique, Nicaragua 
eris is is much more profound than and Afghan is tan. It attempts to 
that coming from tile ferocity of intimidate by wholesale massacre 
competition for world markets in and as constantly fails. The 
the capitalist world economically. build-up to the tension in the 
It also comes from the perception Peraisn Gulf finally collapsed, 
that capitalism as a system is partly because it was impossible 
blockaded socia!Jy and politically, to obtain a unity in the forces of 
It has nowhere to go. Although the counter-revolution of Yankee 
some sectors hope to save them- and European imperialism, but 
selves with dreams of markets in also because the masses and the 
China and the Soviet Union, as a Workers States were not intimi
syste'm there are no new fields to dated. Taking advantage of the 
enter, to develop, except through Iran-Iraq conflict, imperialis111 
arms budgets. Capitalism is at will make other efforts to inter
its most parasitic and at the low- vene. 

progress of the Workers States in confrontation with capitalism. strength of the American masses 
Although the process of the regeneration of the Soviet Union is not against their oppressors. 
without its complications, the search for the functioning of the first 

1 seven years of the Workers States is most pronounced. The Workers FOR THE UNIFICATION OF THE 
State has reached a level of maturity that allows an examination of WORKERS STATES. 

.. the past and the archives, and this leads to the understanding that 
Stalinism was not a necessary stage of the Workers State but the More and more there is the 
res.ult of specific circumstances. The crime and filth of Stalinism need for a unification. of the 
is being removed and the authority of the Workers State comes forth Workers States. The efforts to 
pristine and pure, ready for the next steps in human progress. improve relations with China and 
The rehabilitation of Bukharin is part of this. Bukharin was of the the visit to Yugoslavia by Gor~ 
Communist right in his time, but a genuine Commpnist, and bachev are part of the objective 
his rehabilitation is a step towards the rehabilitation of Trotsky, necessity of the Workers States to 
even if some sectors of the bureaucracy seek to us~ Bukharin for unite, and part of the objective 
their own limited purposes. The demonstrations in Armenia are part necessity to prepare for the final 
of the rectification of the Workers State and the failure to develop a encounte(with imperialism. There 
regional resistance is part of the downfall of the Stalinists. is no possibility of a peaceful 

THE PROCESS OF PARTIAL 
I REGENERATION STIMULATES 

THE WORLD PROCESS. 

1 perestroika' of capitalism. 0 n 
!ism. The crisis of the Yankee the contrary, the only way forward 
ruling class is complete. The for the ruling classes of capi
Reagan regime has fallen into an talism is one of war and the des
unsuspassed political senility. trnction of human beings and na-

The advance of the world The presidential elections are, for lure through pollution and 
. revolution is constantly nourished the central sectors of capitalism, ecologlca! degeneration. The 
t by the progress Of the Workers dedicated to the armaments in- systematic murder by the Zionists 
I States even when their leader- dustry, no source of authority. in face of the rebellion of the 
ships do not represent all the They have no political personali- Palestinians is typical of capi
force and programme of those ties. They have to make do with talism at this stage. 
states. The upsurge of the South mediocrities as power has to be 
African revolution and the in- manipulated more and more out of Although It is not the most im
ability of its fascist government sight. It is impossible for a portant issue, tile economic down 
to contain it; the failures of the system that lives for the moment 
Aquino government or that in and has no historic perspective 
Colombia, for example, to contain to produce far-sighted candidates. 
the masses in spite of ever more Manipulatorsand wheehrr dealers 
bruta I and assassin efforts; the are their sole resource. Even 
mounting crises of all the reac- with all its means of influence 
tionary regimes in the Middle East and materia I resources, cap it a lism 
and in Europe, despite the ab- cannot stop the intervention of 
sence of the appropriate leader- a candidate like Jesse Jackson 
ships, are all due, in one way or who, however limited in relation 
the other, not only to the resis- to the true weight of the North 
tance of the masees themselves American masses, enters into 
but because they see the alterna- conflict with the policies of Yan
tive system of the Workers States, kee imperialism. That interven
and that the Soviet Union in parti- tion alone is an echo of the desire 
cular is able to rectify abuses of the masses in the United States 
and advance while capitalism for a fundamental social change. 
degenerates into a total mafia Without a Party or consistent 
that can only live day-to-day on political centre, the American 
the basis of killings and more population has prevented the im= 
killings. perialist attack on Nicaragua and 

much worse adventurism in other 

est ebb of its confidence. 

The diplomatic in itlatives of 
the Soviet leadership, a ltllough 
they have not altered the prepara
tions of imperialism for war ,with 
the constant development of wea
pons to destroy human beings, 
have nonetheless won authority 

In this process the Soviet 
Union is the centre of the most 
progressive discussions to impel 
advances towards world Socialism 
and to terminate with capitalism. 
The discussions are still in-

Continued on page 2 

We salute the masses of the parts of the world. The welcome 
United States whose attitude of to Gorbachev shows the great 
r~jection of the capitalist system, weight of the Soviet Union in the 
frequently reflected in their ab- United States and the need for a 
stention from elections, con- more powerful intervention by the 
stantly impedes Yankee imperia- Workers States to use all the 

GORBACHEV SEEKS CONTACT WITH THE POPULATION OF 

YUGOSLAVIA· 



PARTIAL REGENERATION, THE HISTORIC ENCOUNTER AND 

THE PERMANENT REVOLUTION IN THIS STAGE OF HISTOR't 

( Extracts from a much I arger text) 

J. POSADAS 27.8.71 

It is necessary to say clearly China, but it is not China which determine them. In our case - layers within the heart of the we Clo not make a separation 
that the bureaucracy cannot trans- can resolve these problems. It the centre is the social nature of bureaucracy itself. These new between the internal and the ex-
form its historic function. It has material resources which are the bureaucracy. layers do not rest on the same ternal policy of the Sovier bureau-
plays no necessary role in the a base for the solution of these absolute power, passive and cracy. We measure in part its 
economy and thus it cannot have problems, but it is not material When one analyses the bureau- conservative as the old bureau- behaviour through the external 
ideas on the future. If it had resources which decide. lmperia- cracy, it is necessary to under- cracy. They have more confidence policy, considering that the Soviet 
ideas it would die. It cannot lism has far greater material re- stand that the latter acts as a and they have the sentiment of bureaucracy could be more auda-
commit suicide nor transform sources than thina. It sends function of interests correspond- participating in the construction cious in external policy than in 
~tself, but as it remains in power people to the moon, but it cannot ing to those of a social class of society. But they do not have its internal policy. Ir can only be 
it has to develop its capacity of solve this problem. The soviet without being a class, because the their own ideas. more audacious in external policy 
understanding without transform- bureaucracy has also more materi- bureaucracy has no position, because it must confront capita-
ing itself. That produces an in- al means than the Chinese, but it structure or social relation which lism which is preparing war and is 
ternal crisis and upheaval. We cannot any more than they solve would make it a class. Its func- The bureaucracy has no future. trying to destroy it. This factor 
profit from these circumstances to these problems. tion in history is determined by That belongs to the Workers State did not exist in the epoch of 
develop these revolutionary con- its function in the economy. Now and to Socialism. The new bureau Stalin. In that period capitalism, 
ditions to the maximum. The the economy is defined by the -cratic layers have no longer any while seeking to destroy the 
layers which incorporate them- We intervene in this process structure of the Workers State and culture because they are not bureaucracy, discussed with it 
selves into the bureaucracy try to with the greatest passion, with the by social relations. The bureau- capable of developing theoreti- against the revolution. Today 
assume a new function and sup- greatest fraternity and with the cracy cannot transform itself, cally and politically the pro- this is no longer poasible. Capi
port themselv,es on the revolution- greatest Communist affection. not because it is incapable of gramme of Socialism. It is neces- talism does not have a terrain of 
ary activity of the world pro- We do not seek an egoi·stic and acquiring a theoretical and poli- sary then to await new internal conciliation with the Workers 
letariat. They thus open to other sectarian objective of the Party, tical capacity but because its struggles. These struggles cannot States. The cycle of agreements 
currents which are going to con- in relation to the IV International, function in society determines its take revolutionary forms. But is terminated. The bureaucracy 
struct the conscious leadership but we intervene as a Party in a historic nature. It has neither they must necessarily occur has the decision to confrontcapi-
in the very process of the political process which requiras the con- past, present nor future. Why? because a new factor intervenes!; talism, but this is the better to 
revolution. centration and the centralisation Because its function in history the revolution, which is an safeguard its interests internally 

of the best of humanity. This is does not answer to any necessity. essential foundation of the pro- in the Workers States. We say that 
not a problem of the Party. The It has no justification to exist, cess in history. In these strug- the external policy is a reflection 
problem is that the parties must and that is why it has no past. gles the new layers of the bureau- of the internal policy, but without 
intervene and utilise the science It has power, certainly, but it has cracy are not going to act being always the immediate con
of Marxism. Marxism requires the no present because it cannot exclusively as bureaucrats; they tinuation. There is sometimes a 
concentration of the best human structure revolutionary culture, already have a foot in the revolu- contradiction between the one and 
qualities, the utilisation of the theory, programme and policy. tion. But these sectors are not the other. These contraaictions 
instruments of which humanity It is necessary to depart from going to be the ones which decide. existed equally in the time of 
disposes for progress. The Soviet there to understand the bureau- The decision will come from a Stalin. How are they resolved? 
Union is this instrument. It is the cracy. In this sense the book of combination between these new On occasion it is the external 
most complete instrument and the Trotsky, 'The Revolution Betray- layers of the bureaucracy, which policy which determines the in
base of the political revolution. ed', is one of the most complete have been formed in contact with ternal policy, and at others the 
It is the base, but not the exclu- and beauti.ful works made in the world revolution, and our- reverse. But the contradiction 
sive axis. The impulses can come human history after 'Capital'. selves, as with the other tenden- cannot exist in a lasting way. 

This task is one of the most 
difficult to grasp, but it is one of 
the keys of the progress of civili
sation and of the history of huma
nity; It is an advanced inter
mediary stage towards the trans
formation of a stage of humanity. 
Our contribution consists in under 
-standing the process of this 
transformation, how to intervene 
and what are the I eve Is and the 
stages through which this process 
of the politica I revolution passes. 
The regeneration is one of the 
stages of the political revolution. 

from any revolution, but the de- cies which are inevitably going to 
cisions are taken in Moscow. The bureaucracy seeks to appear in China, Cuba and else- The bureaucracy can make 

concessions to the revolution on 
the international plane - for 
instance, appealing for the taking 
of power in Italy - but without 
that doing great prejudice to it. 
But it does not make great con
cessions on the internal plane; 
that is to say, on the plane of 
Soviet democracy, of the indepen
dence of the trade unions, on the 
functioning of the organs of 
Soviet power. It is there that one 
judges the progress of the politi
cal revolution in the Workers 

This stage is among the most 
important in the whole history of 
humanity. This conclusion in
cludes the confidence in the future 
of humanity, the assurance to 
intervene to lead this process and 
not to be tak~n over by it, shaken 
by it or underestimating it, We 
intervene with small material 
forces but with the most complete 
theoretical and organisational 
capacity since Trotsky. There is 
no one outside of us who have 
this capacity. There exist im
mense forces, as in the case of 

From page 1 

The behaviour of the b.ureau
cracy in general and in relation to 
the world revolutionary vanguard 
and to our movement is one of the 
most difficult problems to under
stand. But we do not enter into 
this process in asking what is 
going to happen. There are, no 
doubt, aspects which we are not 
able as yet to define. But we 
have the fundamentals through 
which this process is going to 
pass. To understand these fun
damental laws, it is necessary to 
understand the vital centres which 

world. The texts of Posadas 
expand in authority in the Soviet 
Union. 

complete and frequently resolve 
around the revelations of the 
crimes of Stalinism, but this will 
be more and more combined with 
the search for the Marxist method FOR THE WORLD UtHTED 
and seeing the totality of Stalinism FRONT AGAINST .. IMPERIAUSM 
which has had consequences not AND CAPITALISM. 
only in the complete distortion of 
Marxism internally within the 
Soviet Union, but with effects on 
the whole orientation of the 
foreign policy of the Soviet Union. 
The visits of Gorbachev to Yugo
slavia, and next to Latin America, 
have to be seen as part of an ob
jective search by the Workers 
States for a 1united front against 
imperialism and the need to ex
stend the Workers State into the 

We call upon all the Commu
nist and Socialist movements and 
the revolutionary movements 
throughout the world to discuss 
the changes in the Soviet Union 
and draw the conclusion to change 
and elevate their policy towards 
the world unification against 
capitalism and imperialism. 

We call upon the Soviet leader
ship, the CPSU and the Commu
nist vanguard of the Soviet Union 

justify its function in history as wnere. There will be a concen
history has no heed of it; the tration of revolutionary tendencies 
bureaucracy justifies itself by the of which we will be an indissol
power of its apparatus. But, even uble part. But it is not necessary 
in seeking everywhere, it cannot in any case to wait for the bureau 
find the revolutionary programme, -cracy that it might even in the 
theory or policy. The bureaucracy best conditions formulate a pro
is stupid, imbecile, conservative gramme and policy involving the 
and passive. That is all the de- conscious development of the 
fects which are inherent in it. revolution. All that will be done 
But, as it is the question of the in the middle of the struggle in 
bureaucracy of a Workers State, the heart of the bureaucracy. We 
the development of the world consider as a formidable measure 
revolution - like the economic, of the programme of the political 
social and political progress of revolution the relations which 
the USSR - create new social evolve within the Soviet Union. 

Cor.1tinued on page 4 

to base themselves on a II the 
forces in the world which the 
the USSR has generated and which 
in turn have impelled the progress 
of the Workers State to develop 
the world anti-imperialist, anti
capitalist united front to unify all 
the Workers States with a common 
economic, social, cultural and 
military planning, and to link up 
with all the revolutionary processc 
es of the world from Afghanistan 
to Nicaragua and Burkina Faso 
and all the revolutionary states of 

of the Common Market, of the es, the masses of South Africa, 
multi-nationals, and to give a forthe united front of all the ten-
perspective for a united Socialist dencies, of all the movements who 
Europe, the conditions for which want the progress of humanity 
develop more and more as the against imperialism which pre
capitalist organisation of produc- pares war in a vain efforr to pre
tion enters more and more into vent the advance to world Comm
confl ict with the needs of society. unism. 

Africa and Latin America. 

We call for a united front of the 
Communist and Socia list parties 
of the Europe which is still capi
talist, together with the trade 
unions, to oppose the functioning 

The confrontation of big business 
on the one hand and the prole- MANIFESTO OF lST MAY 
tariat and the poor petit bourge-
oisie on the other, is augmenting BRITISH SECTION OF THE 
as much in Europe as in other IV INTERNATIONAL 
parts of the world. 

We call for the increase in aid 
and solidarity by the Workers 
States and the progressive mass 
organisations of the world, with 
the revolution in Nicaragua, the 
struggle of the Palestinian mass-
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THE STRUGGLE OF THE PALESTINIAN MASSES AND THE 

NEED FOR A SOCIALIST SOLUTION. 
Extracts 

The struggle of the Palestinian order to the Palestinians, because present in the demonstrations but ta/i.sm. The recent case of the leadership, the Soviets move with 
masses is of enormous social and that would undermine Israel as the in effect It was by-passed Israeli scientist condemned be- caution - In general seeking to 
historic importance. It represents Yankee base in the Middle East; because aga,/nst the repression of cause of his exposure of the maintain relations with the Arab 

in its force and decision an his- but, at the same time, they have the Israeli state what is in ques- sinister nuclear preparations of leaderships as they are; which Is 
toric confidence which comes from no means of impeding the perma- tion Is not some 'national' the Israeli ruling class shows not wrong on the diplomatic plane 
a world process determined by the nent disintegration of Israel solution but a solution of social that there is a base for an ex- but they say little on the per
powerful advance of the Workers precisely because they have no transformations an end to tensive united front against spectives tor social transforma
States where the process of means of settling the aspirations pove'rty, an economy which answers Israeli capitalism, which would tions In the Middle East. It Is true 
Partial Regeneration stimulates Of the Palestinian masses. Israel to the needs of the population incorporate Israeli workers, and that they have few direct centres 
all the progressive forces of the has also developed large settler and not to the needs of the land technical and fntellectualsectors, of support in the Middle East, 
world against imperialism and interests who are preoccupied to grabbers and the Interests of together with all the Arab masses; such as powerful Communist par
capitalism. expropriate and settle land on the prlil.tate property. Cde Posadas and open the way tor Socialist ties, but now that there is an 

West Bank and regard the Arab in his analysis of the slogan of transformations in which the enormous rectification in the 
Imperialism has nothing with population as an 'inferior race. an autonomous Palestinian state problems of the Palestinian mas- Soviet Union, and reconsideration 

which to counter this advance of As all this process Is occurring sai'(lf: •we are not against a Pales- ses would be solved on the basis of all the polio/es of Stallnlsm, 
humanit~ save war and repression, in the shadow of the final en- tinian state, but it is necessary of a federation with the Israeli it must be posed more and more 
and all its attempts to Intimidate counter between imperialism and to, explain what are tts objectives? masses. forcily that perestroika has to 
the forces arrayed against it fail the workers states, there is no If /it is to make a 'great fatherland' find an equivalent In the realm of 
and lead to further crises of de- time or possibility tor a stage of that Is meaningless. Moreover, The Arab bourgeoisie have external poJlcy. 
structlon within its apparatuses. concessions. the Palestinians would be given been totally paralysed by the up- we appeal to the CPSU In 
The struggle of the Palestinian the deserts as their land. But a rising. They are afraid of its particular, but to all .the Commu

nist and revolutionary world 
movement, to discuss the implica
tions of the Palestinian lnsurrec-

masses has extended over many The intervention of the Pales- Palestinian state could be used social implications, none more so 
months in face cl brutal and con- tin/an masses has also occurred as a means to develop a centre than the Egyptian bourgeoisie 
tinuous massacre. The youth In the middle of the continuous of unification of the struggle of with their dependency on Yankee 
have shown no fear, and this in aggravation of the Iraq-Iran war, the Arab masses to seek unity Imperialism. Egypt Is a host to 
particular has demoralised the a war which has no sense because with the Israeli masses against social problems which have no 

tion and initiate discussions on 
the programme and policy in the 
Middle East - w'h/ch, as a final Israeli troops augmenting their its origin fies not in the interests the cepitalist system ••• • more possibility of solution within 

sentiment of being surrounded on of the revolutionary masses of the framework of capitalism than 

al! sides by enemies, with no these countries but in the interest 
possibility of military success. r:;>f rival cliques who have no 
Such has been the resistance of capacity to develop these coun
the Palestinians that they have tries and are the detritus of his
gained support among the Israeli roty that have been allowed to 
population and provoked disorder develop because of past failures 
in the ruling circles In Israel and by the workers States to develop 
in the centres of Yankee imper/a- parties that corresponded to the 
/ism. The visit of Schultz has needs of these countries. Thus 
been a total fiasco simply on the the largest historical issues are 
basis that there Is no possibility posed by all these events. 
of world imper/a /ism adjusting the 
situation. They would like to 
adjust it because otherwise they 

appear to be both impotent and 
conniving with Israeli assassins. 
A fl that they can hope to achieve 
Is a series of truces. Imperialism 

In the uprising of the Pales~ 
tlnian masses a most striking 
feature has been the manner in 
which the traditional leadership 
of the masses - that is, the PLO 
- has been entirely overtaken by 
events. Their programme tor an 

cannot afford concessions of any autonomous Palestinian state was 

• It ls true that Iraq began the 
war and .since then receives much 
American aid and has adopted 
policies of privatisation; none
theless the Teheran group has 
a/so In the past continued the war 
quite unncessaril ly. The Workers 
States seek to avoid giving Im
perialism advantage and to termi
nate the war without giving a 
'triumph' to either side. 

••• 'The pro-Zionist Arab 

bourgeoisie and Imper/a I ism can
not support a liberation movement 
which leads to soc/al transforma
tions. They cannot support it. 
On the other hand, no small 
country can propose to pass, to 
develop through a stage of bourge
ois development. It is necessary 
to pose the necessity of federa
tions and confedera tlons.' The 
programme for the solution to the 
struggle of the Pales,tinians is 
fundamentally linked to the over
throw of capitalism ·in Israel: 
Israel is a capitalist state with a 
class struggle in which the pro-
· 1etariat and the petlt bourgeoisie 
confront the interests of capi-

War, Peace J POSADAS 

and the function 
Of the A Selection of Articles 1963-81 

Nv. 21 
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The newspaper Arbeiterstimme, formerly of the German Sectloa, no 
longer represents the line of the Posadist IV tnternationa I. 

the Palestinians. Neither Hussein 
of Jordan or Assad of Syria, 
a !though their social bases are 
dUterent, have anything but fear 
of the Palestinian revolution: 

perspective, has to develop to
wards a Socialist Federation of 
these countries with the Pales
tinian and Israeli masses in a 
federation within that. In the 
course of such discussions all 

hence the absence of any sub- manner of! particular problem.s wfilil 
stantlal programme or policy from arise, but there is no way forward 
them. The fa II of Israel is by for the solution of the problems 
them tb be most devoutly avoided. in that area of the world that is 

The paradox In this situation not firmly based oo the need to 
ls the position ot the Soviet transcend the Issue of natlona I 
Union which objectively is the boundaries on the basis of 
force with the other Workers States Socialism as a world system. 
which sustains the Arab revolu- That is one of the most tunda
tion, whether in the Mahgreb, or mental lessons of the magnificent 
Lybia etc. Without the Soviet experience of the insurrection of 
Union none of the Palestinian the Palestinians. 
uprising would have been possible 
but, at the level of pof/Hcal RESOLUTION OF THE EURO

PEAN BUREAU. 
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A CONFERENCE OF THE POSADIST IV INTERNATIONAL 

At the end of 1987 a conference Soviet Union. They have not also the electoral political inter- periences and the re-animation In Moscow, Cuba and Nicaragua 
of the Posadist IV International known how to be able to respond vention in Colombia, in the united of the revolutionary state of Peru, were decided upon, with .continu
was held (referred to as the XIV to the consequences of the pre- front with the left and popular the progress of the Nicaraguan ation of the activity of concrete 
conference) to discuss the present vious errors expressed in the parties. Together with this, the revolution, the necessity of the political solidarity with the 
stage of the world process. Cde failure of the po/Icy of 'euro- progress of the Bolivian masses construction of the Party based on Nicaraguan revolution. A plan 
Posadas presided through his communism'. They are leaderships and the stage of re-organisation the elevation of the Sandinistas of publications was resolved, 
work and example, and tribute that have not been prepared to and construction of the new lea- movement on the Rasis of the centralised as a function of inter
was paid to conrades recently enter a self-crltlcal phase in the derships necessary tor this phase principles of Marxis~ in the most vention to co-ordinate the forces 
dead - Milte Radiocionil of Uru· historic political revision of the which is reflected in the last concentrated form of this stage of ervailabfe, with an appeal to the 
guay, a leader of the POP and of consequences of Stalinlsm in elections arid, in particular, of humanity, were discussed. Sections and sympathisers to 
the Frente Amplio (Uruguay), and their existence. It was re- the political movement led by Cde Posadism and the work of J. re-double their financial efforts 
Cde Miiier (Samuel Wyroslaw) who affirmed that the European masses Emma Torres, companion of Gen- Posadas are indispensable, as which affirm these world plans. 
had formed part of the team with are not paralysed, as in the vision era/ Torres. The progress of the much in Peru as in Nicaragua and Resolutions were adopted over 
which Cde Posadas formed the ottered by the petit bourgeois communist Party irnd the Frente Cuba. the partial regeneration in the 
Group of the JV International in currents within and outside the Ampfio, the PIT-CNT, and the USSR and the crisis of the Com-
Argentina in 1945. Delegates of Communist and Socialist parties, 635 thousand signatures tor the The organisational report of mun/st parties and the Social 
the European Bureau, of the Latin and 'the resistance of the masses referendum against the fascist Cde H made a balance of the democracy in Europe, the process 
American Sections and represen- finds expression In strikes and military right in Uruguay, and the functioning of the International in Brasil, on the incorporation of 
tatives of the French and Italian mobilisations. They are preparing continuity of the Uruguayan Sec- from the 13 th Conference until comrade in the PT, and the In
sections were present. much more mature interventions, tion to continue at the head of the now showed that in these four dependent function of the Party; 

politically and organisationally, revolutionary process of the years the International has sue- on Argentina and the campaign tor 
Cde H. opened the conference and in this process the interven- masses in Uruguay in spite Of ceeded in developing the structu- for the legality and improvement 

on the world situation and the tion of Posadism through concrete and after the bl,owwhich the death rat base to overcome the results of Voz Proletaria, etc; on Ecuador 
role of Posadism, showing that parties, publications and inter- of Cde Milte Antonia meant, of the historical blow which was and Colombia, Bolivia, Uruguay, 
the process of changes In the ventions will be a point of leader pf the Section, is notable. made to the organism with the Pery and Chile, there were pubflc 
Soviet Union was a phase of the support. It is necessary to inter- ·A balance was made of the acti- death of J. Posadas. It is the and internal resolutions. 
process of partial regeneration vene in the perspective of the vity of the Party in the recent crisis which was posed to our 
analysed and foreseen by Posadas incapacity of European capitalism elections in Argentina, and the movement and part of the worfd The campaign was announced 
as the form of political revolution, to stabilise its regime, and that general activity in full national vanguard which is guided by the tor the publication of the works of 
the essential basis of the analy- further great mobilisations of the development of the POR(P) - Posadist thought and action. It Cde Posadas which are lndispen
sls of Leon Trotaky on the USSR. masses are approaching the intervention.as the central part was analysed how to confront sabl.e for the understanding of 
This interacted with the world impelled also by the progress of of the progress of the FRAL, this next step with the confirma- Stalinism, and to debate the docu
process in all continents. The the USSR and the Workers States. organism in a front with the tion and partial application of his ments of this conference as a 
unequal forms which the so- Communist Party, /DEPO and 1 t t 1 a d foresi'ght whole as a necessary part of a mpor an ana yses n . , . . . . 
called perestroika took were other tendencies. The internal in particular the partial regenera- World Un1ted .A~t1-_Jmpena./1st 
analysed as a stage of partial debates of ufe progress of the tion in the Workers States and the Front for the el1mtnatron of 1m-
regeneration, product of the fact Peron/st left, with our participa- Impulse to the world process and per/a/ism and capitalism in every 
that there exists the objective tion, are drawing the lessons of the new revolutions whiofi are country, in the solidarity and 
necessity to eljminate obstacles As tasks previous to the dis- the world process and of the developing, re-taking the most support tor the masses of Gaza 
to the progress of the Workers cuss ion on Latin America, reports past stage - a process which valid and mature aspects produced and Transjordan, which show in a 
State which the bureaucracy en- of the Brazilian, Uruguayan, will not be repeated in form in the history of the .class strug- concentrated form the decision of 
tails, but neither the conscious Peruvian and Argentinian Sections or content. It requires an organ- gle. The Posadlst IV Inter- the masses of the world to ad
leadership for this process nor with a report by Cde F, delegate ised movement of all the sectors national, together with the work vance to Socialism whatever the 
the Communist Party exists pro- of the BLA, on the situation in of the left towards the construe- of J. Posadas, is the conscious consequences; a task which 
pared for such objectives. The Nicaragua, separately and to- tion Of the revolutionary leader- Instrument to give continuity to united the social consciousness 
combined aspect must be express- gether, helped to debate the ship Of the masses of a Workers the structure, to the revolutionary with the revolutionary political 
ed in the development and pro- Larin American process and the Party based on the trade unions. world homogeneity, shortening the action of the masses of the world 
gress of partial regeneration, concrete intervention in Latin stages and rhythms of this process in terminating with every form of 
and, in that, the Ideas and struc- America. At this poJ:nt the letter The conference discussed and in which the crisis of the capita- oppression in the struggle for a 
tures of Posadism will intervene .01 the Cuban comrades was in- resolved in relation to Brasil the list system develops, the partial Communist society, 
in a greater support to the world corporated, who have re-raken necessity of supporting the Seo- regeneration In the USSR and the 
revolution and with the greater organic, direct contact with the tion, together with their public workers states, in which imperia- January 1988 IS 
organic, political and democratic International, which was saluted incorporation into the PT, the /ism in retreat has not succeeded 
participation of the.Soviet masses with the resolution ot the confer- reinforcing of the independent In arming a counter-revolutionary 
in the regeneration of the Workers ence in support of the Cuban action of the Party as a Posadist phase and, at the same time, 
State. Workers State and the Cuban com- Party, of its periodical etc. In prepares the war with greater 

rades. In the discussions and relation to Argentina, it is neoes- ferocity and desperation. 
Cde My of the French Section resolutions on Latin America the ary to support as one of the most 

undertook a report as representa
tive of the EB, which was supple
mented by Cde F of the Italian 

Section. They ana tysed the 
present crisis of the European 
parties which were by-.passed by 
the influence of the changes im
pelled by the leadership of the 
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central points were the electoral Important independent tasks of 
campaign in Brasil, the entry of the Party, the campaign tor its 
the Posadists into the PT of Lula legalisation already in progress. 
in a public form to affirm the de-
velopment towards a Workers In the analysis of the Inter
Party based on the trade unions action of the social movements of 
and In the unconditional defence the Latin American process, as 
of the Socialist camp. There was Cde Posadas analysed, the ex-

Resolutions called tor the XII 
World Congress of the IV Inter
national and the election of a 
leadership responsible for the 
elaboration of preparatory docu
ments to centralise the world 
functioning towards its realisa
tion. Participation In book fairs 
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States: otherwise one waits on 
the expectation of the possibility 
of the bureaucracy reasoning and 
becoming intelligent. Intelligence 
and reason are not the qualities of 
the bureaucracy. Intelligence and 
reason are the instruments of the 
progress of history. The rest is 
only defence of bureaucratic 
interests. 

function in history. Breznev, who The bureaucracy changes its 
formulates a very advanced func- conduct,but not its historic 
tion in retation to what the bureau nature. In this change of conduct 
-cracy did in the past, does it the bureaucracy is brought to 
because it is faced with a capi- confront capitalism; for example, 
talism which sends people to the when it furnishes arms to Egypt 
moon to see bow to liquidate the or to Peru. It stimulates anyway 
Soviet Union. That stimulates forces which are opposed to the 
forces within the bureaucracy capitalist system. It frees itself 
who see the danger and who seek from Solzenitsin, but it does not 
to pass beyond a position of give independence to the workers' 
simple defence. But they are not movement and it does not permit 
going so far as to offer to the Soviet functioning. When it speaks 
Soviet proletariat the revolutionary of 'regenerating the Soviets' it 
means, organisations, positions, does not refer to the functioning of 
a programme and functioning. Tbe Soviet democracy but to the 
bureaucracy will never do it. functioning of the central 

such that new layers of the We count on this process to 
bureaucracy closer to the revolu- introduce in the bureaucratic 
tion have the possibility of being functioning a series of influences 
candidates in the elections. permitting the elevation of the in-

A II these problems are funda
menta I and are going to be dis
cussed in the next stages. The 
bureaucracy cannot formulate a 
revolutionary programme because 
it does not have a necessary 

ternal struggle and a more ele-
lt is certain that all this pro- vated level of the political 

cess stimulates and wins to the revolution. A II that is going to 
revolution sectors of the bureau- occur in the middle of intense 
cracy, above all the middle layers. struggles. 
It is no different in the super-
structure of capitalism: the revo- J. POSADAS 27.8.71 
lution disintegrates the Church; 
the bourgeois officers of the 

armies are won by the revolution -
as with important sectors of capi-
talist institutions. It is the same 
in the bureaucra and at the top. 











Editorial 

THE SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC 

CRISIS OF BRITISH 

IMPERIALISM ACCENTUATES 

THE NEED FOR THE PROG-

RAMME OFSOCIAI. TRANS-

FORMATIONS 

The soviet leadership continues to hold the diplomatic Initiative 
and in the course of the visit to Poland,Gorbachev again Intervened 
to press for reductions in conventional weapons,thereby accentuating 
Inter bourgeois dispute and showing up the ineptitude of capital 1st 
leadership. IT Is i~ant to see that whatever the fonns of 
discussion and the agreements thaT have been slgned,there ls .no 
dimlnui'lon ln the International class struggle.Ya.nkee imperial ism 
wiTh characteristic brutality shot down the Iranian airplane and 
shrugged off the toss of I lfe.When Yankee imperial Ism sent its plane 
to provoke the soviets and the soviets shot ft down,the hacks of 
capital ism droned on abouT how terrible it was.But It ls now mu:h 
more difficult for capital Ism to fool The pei'lt bourgeois 
masses

0 
This means thaT the social supports of cap!Tal ism diminish 

constantly and on a world scale the weight of the progress in the 
Soviet Union stimulates renewed opposition to imperialism.Thus the 
government of Nicaragua told the Yankee ambassador to clear off and 
he had to go. The Yanks launched a colossal campaign .of I !es to get 
rid of Noriega so as to interfere in Panama and 1t al I came to 
naught. 

The historic weakness of Yankee imperial Ism can be seen also In 
the results of the meeting there of the Democratic party. Although 
big business can contain people I Ike Jackson, it proved impossible 
to prevent discussion of the proposal that .amerlca should not be 
the first to use nuclear weapons and finally the conference had to 
accept the use of sancTlons against SouTh Africa.This ls an 
indication of the Increase of anti capitalist forces In the 
heartland of lmperia I ism which wt 11 continue to develop the more 
progress is registered in the workers states. 

The wor Id revol ui'ion con'b I ned w Ith 
the changes In the workers sTates 
are preparing better conditions for 
the vanguard in Britain.The present 
capital 1st regime is totally wlthouT 
perspective.Logically as with 
previous capital 1st crises there ls 
only one way out-war.If it ls 
delayed that is no help to 
capital Ism-Its social ulcers fester 
and burst.Capitalism ls very '!Weak 
and has to concea I its true 
l ntent Ions. Thus Thatcherosaurus has 
to pretend to be pleased with the 
Gorbachev line.The world al!bience Is 
such that it ls very dlfflcult to 
denounce it and the dinosaurs hope 
to survive on the least dynamic 
aspects of soviet policy ie the 
"economic reformns11 • The British 
economy ls now dominated by high 
Interest rates1 an lnbecl le housing 
situation because capitalism has 
prevented the expansion of house 
construction and very uncertain 
prospects.Industry has about reached 
the level of 1979. Smashing into the 
unlons,oppressing the poor and 
strengthening the pol ice has not 
solved one problem for 
capital Ism.Big business has made a 
lot of noney and speculaters have 
thrived but that ls no bas Is for 
historic survival.The Soviet Union 
ls in process of removing 
excrescences whl le imperial ism Is 
nothing but' excrescences. All the 
stupidities of capital ism call for 
the progranwne of the expropriation 
of the banks and key industries and 
the application of workers conTrol. 

The course of the progress of the 
workers states Is of the highest 
Importance for Britain.As Trotsky 
and Posadas analysed one of the most 
devastating Impediments to progress 
agalnsT British lmpertaltsm has been 
the role of stal In ism, its 
con'binatlon of cone I llatlon with 
capitalism and thus brui'al Internal 
repression against the progress of 
the workers state.Now the great 
miasma is lifting and throughouT the 
world the C011111Unlst and 
revolui'lonary world vanguard Is 
gradually going to weigh much 
more.Thus in France,not because the 
CP leadership has been prepared for 
thls,the objective process has given 

the CP a posltlo,n in which Its class 
and revolui'lonary role can be 
developed and the soviet perestroika 
wi 11 Impel the workers parties and 
vanguard with new vigour.The fact 
that the Yugoslav proletariat more 
or less invaded Belgrade,reafflrmed 
the conrnunlst tradition with 
Tito,rejected the pol lcles of the 
governmenT and. sought to overcome 
the bureaucratic regional ism in the 
country is another example, 
following shortly after the visit of 
Gorbachev 1 of the 1 l beraT Ion of 
forces taking place fol lowing the 
progress Ive process In the Soviet 
Union. 

In this very rich situation the 
labour vanguard ls going to learn a 
great dea I • The left In the LP st 111 
lacks homogenelty,wlth vain 
arguments between "hard" and 
"soft11 lefts that lack theoretical 
clarlTy.This ls exacerbated by the 
fact that they 11 ve 1 n a party, the 
Labour party wh 1 ch ls bourgeo Is In 
conception and with uTterly antl
marxlst traditions.Nonetheless the 
world revol ui'lon and perestroika is 
Invading Britain.One of the best 
examp I es of this is the effect of 
the revolui'lon In SouTh 
Africa.Kinnock was obliged to come 
out strong I y aga Inst the Ii ne of 
Thatcher and the Yanks and aligned 
himself with countries such as 
Zhrbabwe and f>bzallblque. The massive 
demonstrat Ion In London on the 
birthday of Mandela shows the forces 
developing in BrlTaln. We do not 
underestimate the weighT of 
career Ism In the Labour party and 
the pernicious function of many 
trade union funtlonarles,the EETPU 
being only the most notorious ,buT 
the objective process ,the world 
wide social weakness of Imperial Ism 
and the progress of the workers 
states allows a greater confidence 
to discuss Ideas.But not only musT 
the labour left develop a greater 
theoretical clarity but must develop 
outs I de the par 11 amentary 
arena,develop a 1 lfe outside the 
closed world of the electoral 
machine.so as to establish a 
superior COlllllunicaTlon with the 
population so thaT pol ltlcal 
activity Is not just a question of 
complalnlng of the resulTs of 
capitalism, bui' of giving a 
perspectt ve of soc I a I 
transformations. 22 7 88. • 
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The Strikes and the Progress of the 

Polish Workers State. EUROPEAN BUREAU OF THE 
POSAOIST IV INTERNATIONAL 

The recent strikes represent a progress of the workers state,a 
great step forward In the process of learning to be a 
leadership which the working class and the POUP are making.They 
are a continuation aT a superior level of the strike movemenT 
of the period of 1980,They did not reach the extent of that 
phase but they have had a similar effect In the party.The 
working class has Intervened seeking to decide on the plans and 
the economic management of the government,critlclsing the 
application of the programme of reforms.The strikes have had as 
an objective to correcT the injustice of an increase in The 
prices of basic necessities withouT this being compensaTed for 
with an increase in wages.After the referendum which has 
rejected the conception of the said programme,the working 
class-its communist vanguard Inscribed In The new Trade unions, 
are stlmulaTing a discussion to correct It and place IT at the 
service of the population. 

These strikes are going to Influence immensely in the internal 
struggle in the party.Even with the existence of sectors who 
wish to repress,the leadership has had to yield.They have made 
concessions and shown That they are ready to change. For much 
less ln previous stages;they repressed and killed as In 
1970,1976 and 1977.Now they have to llsTen and correct.The 
reply Is still bureaucratic but they cannoT oppose the progress 
which the working class Impels.They limit the rhythms and 
stages.and are slow to rectify but they cannot oppose.As Code 
Posadas analysed ln 1980 the process of political revolution 
which includes the working class,the communist vanguard and 
part of the bureaucratic apparatus which accepts this progress 
ls affirmed. The strike movement Included a reduced number of 
factories In Cracow,Stalowa Wola and Danzig, but factories 
which represent the state of mind of the whole of the 
vanguard.The communist vanguard has communicated anyway to the 
party that It was supporTing this strike movement.Thus the 
party had to accept this discussion and form immediately 
commissions of discussion which tried to resolve the demands of 
the workers.Where the trade unions supported and participated 
in the movement,they obTained Important economic and democratic 
Improvements and fundamentally secured means of participating 
during the application of the programme of economic reforms in 
process.The case of Danzig Is dlfferenT.Baslng themselves on a 
legitimate demand of The working class there was a small 
nucleus of the arisTocracy of labour,no more than 1oi which 
together with a series of logical demands posed certain 
provocative points which not only did not gain The support of 
the rest of the working class but neither The church or Walesa 
supported them openly. 

Cde Posadas analysed In 1980 that because of the paralysis in • 
the Interior of the POUP,the communist vanguard had to support 
Itself on Catholic leaders such as Walewsa to break 
bureaucratic obstacles and Impose a more logical discussion In 
the party.This process of discussion and rectification occurs 
at a slow rhythm,buT its Impulse does not require now indirect 
methods but that the working class,the communisT base can 
Influence more directly In the party.It ls for this reason that 
now the vanguard did not see It necessary to support Danzig 
which was lsolaTed and had degenerated.This happened through 
the weakness still of the communlsTs In the dockyards, its lack 
of authority on some layers of the population and also because 
the party did not face upto the situation completely.The 
leadership does not have confidence In the working class and It 
fears lt,otherwlse the leaders of the POUP and of the 

Continued on Page 4 
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The Policy of the 
Yankee imperlaHsm and the 
revolution with the 

The stl 11 very I lmlted withdrawal of the soviet 
troops from some cities and some points of defence 
has been accompanied with the moving salutes of 
the Afghan people.Together with thewlthdrawal,the 
soviets have left behind the most modern arms and 
In profusion for the Afghan army and they have 
been replaced by soldiers of the Afghan 
revolution.Within the Soviet Union there was not a 
single demonstration of the masses against the 
soviet Intervention in Afghanistan.On the 
contrarythe committees of the young veterans which 
they have establ !shed propose with conviction that 
they have fulfilled a revolutionary duty in 
Afghanlstan 1 defendlng the frontiers of their own 
country threatened by Imperial Ism and defending 
socialist Internationalism. What ls being posed 
now In the USSR Is that the population wishes to 
lntervene,to give Its Judgements on the policy 
which It Is necessary to push forward,whl le this 
was not discussed In 1979 and even so the soviet 
masses supported the Intervention of the troops In 
Afghanistan.What Is posed now Is to se If there Is 
or not a retreat In the revolution In Afghanistan 
with the conclusion of the peace agreement,lf the 
principle of the withdrawal of the soviet troops 
can lead really to a containing of the counter 
revolutionary war plans of Yankee Imperial Ism. 

ROLE OF THE RED ARMY. 

The Afghan masses; Its revolutionary vanguard wl I l 
advance to a superior stage ln their polltlcal 
experience.They have matured In a few years which 
In another stage and In other conditions would 
have required many,many years, In the recent first 
of May demonstration, as also ln the last 
anniversary of the revolution hundreds of 
thousands of people had participated. In a few 
years they have Incorporated actively In the 
pol I ti cal 1 lfe of the country, thousands and 
thousands of people? How ls It possible to Ignore 
as do the ltallan communists that this Is one of 
the most elevated results of the soviet 
intervention? It Is not a question of any retreat 
of the Vietnam type,as the capital !st press try to 
show (and Indeed part of the communist leaders 
particularly In ltaly).The Yankee soldiers did 
notwlthdraw from Vletnam,they were forced to flee 
I ike rats with the reactionary sectors of the 

vletnamese who were thrown out by the ml I ltary and 
social strength of the Vietnamese masses and also 
by the ml I I Ions of people who mob I llsed throughout 
the world, and fundamentally In the United states 
demanding that they cleared out.The Yankee troops 
were sen t to V I et n am to I mp e d-e a n d s ma sh 
progress,but the soldiers of the Red Army went to 
Intervene ln Afghanistan to impel progress.They 
have contributed to the development of the 
country.They have constructed thousands of 
kl lometres of aqueducts,glven land to the 
peasants,guaranteed the plans to solve the 
problem of I I I lteracy and defended the democratic 
progress from the attacks of the feudal bands. It 
is for this that the Posadlst International 
renders homage to the thousands of soviet soldiers 
fal !en In Afghanistan.They have not been 
participants In any "mistaken war" but are 
soldiers conscious of the workers state who went 
to help a people with their example,wlth their 
experience and their resources. 

AN HISTORIC PROGRESS. 

The return of the first soviet troops,together 
with the peace agreement signed In Geneva cannot 
be regarded as a triumph of imperial Ism.In signing 
these agreements lmperlallsm ls unmasked as the 
ml I ltary support for the counter revolutionary 
Afghan~ 1 commltted to stopping al I ml 1 ltary and 
financial help,that Is sending mercenaries and 
maintaining these bandlts,when untl I now 
Imperial Ism wanted to pass off the"herolc 11 actlons 
of the "freedom fighters" as the result of their 

' RESOLUTION OF THE 

EUROPEAN BUREAU. 

Soviet troops defend progress 

own capacity and of the support brought to 
the Afghan people.The retreat of a part of 
Army forms part of a process in which the 
are preparing or anyway have to prepare 
better polltlcal Intervention.The original 
for the intervention remains val Id: the 

them by 
the Red 
soviets 

for a 
reason 
soviet 

workers state cannot al low a counter revolutionary 
base to be established on Its frontier and also It 
must continue contributing to the progress of 
Afghanistan,whlch Is only possible by stimulating 
revolutionary transformations and closer relations 
between the two countries. This Is an Ineluctable 
necessity which does not depend only on 
Gorbachev,nor on his plan for an agreement with 
Reagan and It Is a necessity which the soviets 
have not renounced In accepting the agreement.The 
soviet soldiers have given space to soviet 
po! it!cal leaders without ceasing ml I itary 
preparation to respond to the provocations which 
imperial Ism wl I! continue to organise. 

The USSR continues developing the pol Icy of 
compenetration as was defined by Comrade 
Posadas.They continue to seek to win time In front 
of the preparations for war of the capital !st 
system.They seek to try to divide and attract 
capital 1st sectors of the world so as to separate 
them from a ml! ltary coa I it ion with Yankee 
Imperial lsmoThe soviets have made no retreat of 
Importance from the ml I itary point of view. With 
the peace agreement In Afghanlstan,the soviets are 
thinking to be able to neutralise or contain 
Imperialism on a world scale and to succeed in 
other peace agreements In what they cal I "regional 
conflicts". But Imperial Ism continues and Is going 
to continue !ts war preparations,at the maximum 
level of its industrial and ml lltary capacity. On 
the other hand the peoples of the world continue 
their struggle for emancipation and see that to 
progress they need to advance towards the workers 
state.This necessarily places them In opposition 
to imperialism and leads them to ally with the 
system of the workers states.There is no 
possibility of new "Yaltas" In history.The 
struggle of the Palestinians,of the masses of 
South Afrlca,Angola,Mozambique,Ethlopla,Nlcaragua 
to give only some examples,shows this. 

In Afghanistan this relation of forces Is also 

expressed.Since 1979 the revolution has taken 
power and with the help of the Soviet Union has 
real lsed a very important development of the 
country ln favour of the population.The soviet 
military participation was part of this 
development defending It and glvlng it security by 
Impeding and defeating by force the counter 
revolutionary forces armed and financed with 
thousands of ml 11 ions of dol tars by Yankee 
imperial ism and Pakistan essential ly.ln these 
eight years,the country has begun to emerge from 



the backwardness of feudal ism. Together with the 
mil ltary help of the soviets,the problems of 
111 lteracy are being overcome 0 there ls cultural 
and scientific e!evation,agrarian reform,lndustry 
stimulated by the state and by the USSR and the 
country has been unlf ied as never before In 
history.Human relations have been elevated giving 
dignity and equal lty to men and women, the right 
for schools and culture for the peasants and for 
the most isolated tribes of the country.What do 
the so cal fed 11 guerl l la 11 movements represent In 
al I this? Only the Interests of reactionary tribal 
and feudal castes, for which rel ig!on Is only an 
Instrument of oppression and a cover. Without 
doubt they represent a "part of the Afghan 
people" but the minimal part which only seeks to 

maintain the country In backwardness and under the 
domination of the feudal lords. It ls these 
people that Yankee imperialism has supplied with 
arms and mi I lions of dollars .• 

Thus It was not a matter of questioning as did 
the leadership of the communist and social 1st 
parties in various parts of the world,the soviet 
ml I ltary help In the name of non-
intervention.There was no"non-lnterventlon" ln 
Afghanistan.The peace agreement Itself between 
Afghanistan and Pakistan signed recently between 
the USSR and the United States confirms that there 
was th ls intervention by Imperial Ism and declares 
that lt had to ceaseoBUt It is not possible to 
think that the reactionary regimes from Pakistan 
to Saudle Arabia are going to stop Intervening 
against the progress of Afghanistan towards a 
social 1st experlenceoThey did this In the past and 
they are going to continue doing lt even signing 
the peace agreements. The element which can Impose 
a retreat on these Intentions ls the very profound 
polltlcal crisis of the regime In Pakistan where 
general Zia has to propose elections and as a 
consequence the poss I bi I !ty of changes In the 
pol icy of Pakistan towards Afghanistan and the 
counter revolutionaries establ !shed om their 
territory. The USSR cannot in any case abandon 

Afghanistan to the counter revolutionaries and 
lmperialism.lt needs to continue the objectives 
which have determined the ml 1 ltary participation 
In the defence of the Agrarian revolution In 
1979.lt Is not a question of extending 
bureaucratic power but of extending the workers 
state and of throwing out the counter revolution 
as It did In Angola and in Ethiopia.It was a 
decision of the workers state in a process of 
regeneration and not of one or another leader. 

Today the USSR discusses openly the overcoming of 
the bureaucratic structures and obstacles and 
seeks In particular to overcome the lack of 
participation of the population in the decisions 
of the government and of the leadership of the 
party, which had presided over the military 
Intervention In Afghanistan, Today with 
perestrolka>peop!e have the poss I bi I ity of 
expressing themselves and of Intervening 
more.There has not been the sl lghtest 
demonstration against the help of the USSR to 
Afghanistan, on the contrary. What ls In 
preparation and discussion now in the Soviet Union 
Is the search for superior forms of Intervention 
with the Afghan revolution. The beginning of the 
military retreat Is very limited and very scaled 
In time and also very condltlonal, so that at any 
moment the soviets can Interrupt it and return if 
there ls a danger for the Afghan revolutionary 
state. But It is also necessary to help the 
reinforcement of the party in Afghanlstan,the 
formation of cadres, not only technicians or 
scientists but revolutionary cadres and soldiers 
to maintain the development of the revolutionary 
state,so as not to be di luted in the pol icy of 
"national reconci I lat Ion" and to deepen the 
measures of the social revolutionary 
transformations of the country towards 
social ism.The soviets have not left Afghanistan in 
the hands of the counter revolution and hence the 
Yanks have demanded "symmetry" between the 
cessation of help to the "contras" and the 
withdrawal of soviet troops.The soviets are not on 
this path.They can withdraw some of the troops but 
they remain unfailingly in the country 1 as the 
guarantee of its progress. No backward country has 

been able to emancipate Itself from the relations 
with the USSR and the workers states. 

We invite the soviet comrades to Impel the open 
discussion of these principles and the communist 
parties who have condemned the soviet ml 1 ltary 
Intervention In 1979 must make a balance of what 
Afghanistan was and what It has become with the 
revolution In this period. It Is necessary to see 

that the Yanks do not Intervene because their's ls 
an Intervention against history and against I lfe 
and It Is necessary to sustain the struggle of the 
Afghan revolutlonarles who want the progress of 
their country and of the world and who want to 

advance towards soclal!sm. European 
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Nineteenth Conference of the CPSU 

and partial regeneration,. 

The 19th party conference of the CPSU Is a continuation of the 
process of partial regeneration analysed by Cde Posadas and shows a 
continuation of the cleansing process whereby the workers state seeks 
to return to its revolutionary origins I !berated from the mire of 
Stallnlsm.The leadership of this process Is a reforming one rather 
than directly revolutionary and therefore the Immense social power of 
the workers state acting as the totally conscious leadership of 
humanity Is still llmited,nonetheless the progress Is evident and lays 
the basis for greater leaps Jn the future.The workers state ls showing 
that In front of all the intimidation of Imperial Ism and al I the 
tenacity of the local and central bureaucrats,it has the capacity to 

and renovate and to open the doors to a yet wider discussion. 

A most striking feature of the conference was that In comparison 
with previous meetings of this sort le Congresses of various typelij. 
there was actually an intervention of delegates who were not simply 
uttering platitudes or expressing agreement but openly critical of 
specific leaders and showing dissatisfaction with 1 lving 
condltlons(delegates from the Urals for example). Gorbachev himself 
allowed Yeltsin to speak who directly asked for rehabllltatlon having 
received some support from delegatesoOne participant observed that it 
was difficult to say much on the Issue because they had had no copy of 
the speech Yeltsin had originally made.Llgachev was obliged to 
intervene and attack directly the "fvbscow News" one of the few means 
of judging discussions on perestroika pub I !shed In the Soviet Union 
and distributed abroad.In other words the soviet masses could see even 
If discussion was still very llmited;that the old bureaucracy Is being 
shifted and that the process wi 11 enable them to Intervene much 
more. There Is no doubt that both leadership and population wl 11 be 
encouraged to advance further on what they have seen,.because before 
the conference it was clear that the party caste of prlvl leged 
functionaries had been doing everything possible to contain discussion 
and elect their own kind.This failed In Its objectlves,although their 
resistance wll I no doubt persist because corruption is not confined to 
those In Uzbekistan etc but is part of the whole Stalinist system now 
being dismantled. 

Continued on page 4 
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A Homage to Trotsky 
and Posadas. 

We make th Is homage to Trotsky on 
the forty e 1 gth ann I versary of h Is 
assasslnatlon(August 1940) and to 
Fl::isadas In the seventh year since hls 
death because their vision of the 
h I stor l c capac tty of the workers 
state,lts historic role in the 
elevation of humanity is being 
totally vindicated by the progress 
now being real lsed by the workers 
state. Trotsky foresaw that in the 
event of the resurgence of the wor Id 
revolution the conditions for the 
decline of stallnlsm and the 
bureaucracy would be laid and the 
workers state proceed to 
regenerate.Fl::isadas elaborated this 
and In the teeth of those who 
persisted In the 1 ltany of confusing 
the workers state w I th an eterna I 
state of Sta 11 n l sm, he affirmed the 
appl I cation of the marx!st method in 
relation to the workers state and the 
lnevltabl I tty of the triumph of world 
conrnun l sm. The bureaucracy st! 11 
ex I sts l n the workers states-and 
there are some fr l ghttu I ones In 
Ch l na and Ruman la- but more and more 
they are p I aced on the def ens l ve and 
the example of the progress in the 
Soviet Union Is going to have global 
consequences. 

on the social relations of the 
population, the role of the creative 
party which learns from the masses 
and the fact that this period has 
shown cone I us Ive I y that the wor Id ls 
ready for conmunlsm. In this stage of 
hlstory,al I the classics of marxlsm 
gain in lustre and authority.a.it the 
troglodytes who have dedicated their 
worthless I Ives to doubting marxism 
and worshipping the fabrications of 
cap lta I Ism have noth Ing coherent to 
say about the progress of the Soviet 
Union.Only the marxlst method 
lredlated through the genius of 
Trotsky and Fl::isadas Is capable of 
grasp Ing the process of part I a I, 
eventually leading to the full 
regeneration of the workers state.As 
Cde Fl::isadas said It ls rather I Ike a 
fl Im reel going backwards, In this 
case backwards to the spirit of 1917. 

There wt 11 be delays and 
~I !cations but the road of 
progress ls In the ascendent,and 
there can be no retreat on th Is. Th Is 
stage ls the scientific proof of the 
predictions and analyses of Trotsky 
and ~das.They both confronted the 
weight of rep~sslon and the 
phys lea I resources of capita I Ism and 
the bureaucracy with superior 

The process in the Soviet Union 
wtl I give an added stimulus to the 
world revolution and tends to 
undennlne ~letely the conception 
of "Socia Ii sm In one country" wh l ch 
restricted the influence of the world 
conmun I st movement In the per l od of 
Stalln.f.bre and more the decisive 
source of movement l n the workers 
states wl 11 be Ideas, that ls dynamic 
marxlst Ideas, which place the weight 

Ideas. It Is the I atter wh I ch govern 
history not miss! les or banks.We 
salute these major figures of history 
with al I our passion and joy and 
their continuity ts to be found In 
the lmense present and future 
progress of the workers state and 
thus of humanity as a whole. 

From page 1 
government would promote discussions and assemblies In the 
factories. The leadership ls going to be stimulated by these 
strikes because once more it has been able to verify the 
maturity of the working class#lts objective relation with the 
workers states. The Polish working class has given a new lesson 
to the world on how It feels capable of correcting the 
bureaucratic vices and deformations without causing any damage 
to the structure of the workers state.Hence they have demanded 
increases of wages and changes in the economic programme to be 
able to discuss democratically the measures that needed to be 
applied. After having made the strikes they returned to work 
increasing the working days and working on Sundays for the 
necessary time to recover the production lost on strike 
days.The economic programme ln process Is a concession to the 
most backward sectors of the bureaucracy linked to private 
property and to the distribution of agricultural products. In 
front of the pressure of the debt with world capitallsm,they 
yield to the demands of the IMF Imposing a greater sacrifice on 
the masses without affecting the private Interests which still 
possess 80% of the land and which control the most profitable 
aspects in the Internal commerce.After the referendum which 
declared against this programme,an Internal debate has 
developed which Is leading to a questioning of Its most 
backward elements.Hence among the best defenders of the 
programme of the government we find Walewsa and the top layer 
of the church who defend this programme because they see that 
the critical discussion In process-and In which the working 
class wishes to participate and the base of the party-will lead 
to a deepening of the structure of the workers state1 of the 
central Ising function and programme of the workers state. 
The decision to confer"speclal powers" on the government in 

the application of the programme Is not to repress the working 
class.Evidently they want to limit their intervention,but the 
"special powers" are aimed fundamentally to control the 
empirical elements proposed tn the economic programme such as 
the provision of food,the fulfilling of the plans of production 
on the part of the private producers,and the prices that they 
are establishing. It is for this reason that the world 
capitalist press which has shown itself in solidarity with the 
programme of the reforms denounced the decision over the 
11speclal powers" as distorting the essence itself of the 
programme which now passes from "more market and less state" to 
11 less market and more state".But anyway the workers state 
cannot advance by means of 11speclal powers" but only by the 
development of the power of the working class,that Is 
rectifying the bases of the said programme and changing them 
through a development of the centralised plan within Poland and 
the other workers states gradually elevating the centralisation 
of agricultural production and overcoming In this way the 
backwardness which Is meant by the existence still of agrarian 
private property.There Is no possibility of developing the 
workers state by following the injunctions of the FMl,but on 
the contrary It Is necessary to break this dependency as with 
the whole of the world capitalist system and to develop on the 
contrary,the relation and programme with the rest of the 
workers states. 
The difficulty of the church and of Walewsa to Intervene ts 

not because they have been "moderate" but because they have 
not had the space which they had In 1980.Then the absence of a 
greater Initiative of the communists led to a situation where 
such a movement of great political significance also produced a 
series of empirical conclusions as In the whole peasant 
movement,the concern for a peasant trade union and the 
inclusion of the church in some aspects of the decisions.Now It 
is not the case.The working class,the communist workers and a 
part of the leadership has worked and reacted In harmony 
resolving problems on the basis of the most legitimate 

From Page 3 

The econooi i c reforms were not rea 11 y discussed at I east on present 
Information.On the other hand there were several references to the 
need to take Into account the needs of the population although this 
tends to run counter to the great preoccupation with material 
incentives as opposed to comnunlst moral Incentives in running the 
economy. The need to pay attention to the social and 1 lvlng conditions 
In the agr i cu I tura I sector was emphas I sed and it was a I so stated In 
Gorbachevs report that "any change In retail prices must on no account 
cause a drop in peoples standard of I iving11 .That is the area where the 
proletariat wi 11 have to educate Its leadership-that is social 
relations have more role to play than the famous 11economlc levers11 .The 
soviet leadership has been at great pains to stress the need for 
greater participation of the masses in the running of the workers 
state and in this much has been made of the role of the soviets, but 
In one passage Gorbachev referred to the I imitations of the soviets 
and sald11 we should also create favourable conditions for the broadest 
possible development of direct democracy-on the shop floor,ln 
neighbourhoods,at public meetings and assemblies and In the course of 
discussing major al I-Union and local issues" This is precisely where 
the masses can directly make their voices felt instead of constantly 
being represented by others.But to be effective this requires the 
adequate policy and progranrne of the party,otherwlse the bureaucracy 
can Induce apathy. Another important Intervention of Gorbachev was to 
suggest the revival of the tradition of the Workers and Peasants 
Inspection that existed under Lenin. If applied this could have 
revolutionary consequences because theoretically it would mean the 
direct intervention of the proletariat and strenuous resistance would 
be offered by the bureaucracy unless they found mean to control it. 

The most positive aspect of the conference was the preoccupation to 
separate governmental from party functions.This is a fundamental 
aspect of part la I regeneration because It means that the party is 
freed from a mountain of adninlstrative and economic concerns so that 
It can concentrate on po I it i ca I and soc i a I I eadersh IP and develop 
ideas for the further advance of society.In the specific conditions of 
the workers state at present it tends to rerrove the party from the 
arena of economic corruption which has lowered its prestige with the 
popu I at Ion and the pressure w 111 be to attract those who des 1 re to 
serve the workers state selflessly and not with an eye to economic 
benefits-although In this respect the whole issue of party privileges 
has yet to be discussed properly •• 1-bwever the authority of the party 
ls bul It bas I cal ly on Its 1 lving relation to the masses,how It 
responds to the w I shes of the masses and how 1 ts ideas match the 
necessities of world history and in the realm of specific ideas and 
perspect l ves I inking the soviet workers state to the rest of the wor Id 
the conference was much more I imited and discussion was very narrowly 
focused. 

This conference of the CPSU has shown clearly the pressure of the 
process of partial regeneration#that ls the pressure of the structure 
of the workers state to 1 lquldate the parasitism of the bureaucracy 
and to open the way to the participation of the masses In the running 
of the workers state but democracy is not an end in Itself but an 
instrument to further the advance of the workers state. The I atter 
requires Ideas and the constant discuss ion of ideas by the 
population.This Is where the conference for al I Its Important airing 
of the need to develop more del!Pcracy and separate party from state 
was stll 1 quite confined. There is sti II a feeling of remoteness from 
the concerns of the world revolutionary process which would have been 
utterly strange to the founders and leaders of the Bolshevik 
party.There was discussion about the internal problems of perestroika 
but no relation drawn between this and the immense historic events 
such as the insurrection of the Palestinian masses,the general strike 
In South Africa and the student marchers In South Korea demanding 
reunification with the North. In practice here we are faced with the 
llmltatlons of the top bureaucracy in the Soviet Union.They are 
ob 11 ged to make changes because there is no other way out. The workers 
state 1 s maturing and the pressure mounts to get r Id of the Sta 11 n I st 
structure and the distortion of marxlsm by Stalinlsm.On the other hand 
as Cde Fl::isadas has analysed the top bureaucracy desires to survive and 
thus the debate over Ideas ,and the strategy and tactics of the 
workers state in front of Imperialism Is sti II very 1 lmited and 
certainly not developed with the population. The I Imitations of the 
conference,,the partial separation of the pol ltlcal from the economic 
are due indirectly to the pernicious effects of the theory of 
"Social ism In one country". So far the leadership has tried to I imit 
the discussion of Stal In to the appal I Ing crimes he comnitted and the 

, rehab I 1 ltatlon of the victims but the basis of Stal in ism was laid In 
the twenties and the turning away from the world process conblned with 
the structuring of the bureaucracy. If the soviet leadership takes 
Lenin very seriously then they have to see the role of the Third 
International and the basis on which Stalinlsm destroyed the 
international perspectives of the workers state. The dynamism of the 
soviet economy ls not an end In itself. It ls not a question of 
developing a soviet ''market" where sectors of the apparatus I Ive very 
well and the mass of the world population starve.Even on the level of 
developing the soviet economy,social and political levers are much 
more Important than purely economic. 

It is in this area,the whole area of world perspectives that the 
experience of perestroika has to be developed. It is necessary to 
deepen the discussion on the origins of Sta I in ism not just for 
academic purposes but to ~rehend the depth of Its distortion of 
marxlsm. The workers state ls seeking its origins and Its future and 
although the nineteenth conference has helped to open sane doors and 
raised as many questions as It has answered1 the political life of the 
CPSU has to be transformed and the soviet proletariat has to be 
encouraged to intervene with al I its experience.The ideas of Trotsky 
and Posadas are fundamental ln this discussion.The words of Cde 
Posadas apply to this important nineteenth conference."There is a 
bureaucracy,but the functioning of the bureaucracy Is more I inked to 
the objective need of the workers state ••• not the bureaucratic 
function l ng which defends the workers state on I y to defend the 
bureaucracy". 

Instruments of the workers state1 fundamentally in the 
party.Thus the church moved cautiously, now that the Initiative 
came from the party and not from a movement which it could 
Impel away from the workers state,and also because the catholic 
base may go to the church and maintains the rellglous sentiment, 
but socially it Identifies with the workers state and it sees 
that this ls correcting Itself on the path of progress.The 
strikes are going to be a very great contribution to the 
discussion and the struggle in the POUP elevating it In the 
quality of Its function as leader of society. 
European Bureau. 6.6.1988 •• 
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After the Gorbachev-Reagan meeting and 
the agreeement to di smant I e the 

group of medium range mlssl !es·, the 
relations between imperial Ism and the 
workers states have returned to the 
state of d l p I omat l c unease. The 
soviets continue to retain the 
advantage in terms of Initiatives for 
suggested negotiations.But the 
problem of Afghanistan has brought 
out the l nev I tab I e cl ash 1 ng between 
the two social systems.The yanks have 
continued to maximise direct aid to 
the Afghan whites despite the Geneva 
treaty and the soviets made their 
position quite clear1 unless this aid 
stopped .. they wou Id be ob 11 ged to take 
other measures.They did and the yanks 
protested. Thh was -sUlm!ar 11 y 
dismissed by the sovlets>without any 
hesitation.That is the reality of the 
world situation. The workers state 
cannot cede to Imper I a 11 sm1 whatever 
the nuc I ear b I ackma l 1 the I atter 
chooses to use.Some In the soviet 
leadership may talk about supra class 
hopes for International accord$but 
the workers states l nev l tab I y c I ash 
with l mper i a 11 sm because they 
represent different classes. 

It Is important to take account also 
of the speech of Llgachev which 
fol lowed the nineteenth CPSU 
conference. It deserves a lengthier 
treatment, but most Importantly it 
emphasised that a more rational 
conception of the market in the 
workers state did not mean any return 
to capita I 1st society and that the 
soviet Union stood for a class 
diplomacy. This statement Indicates 
the type of discussions which 
fol lowed the party conference and Is 
aimed at the tendencies In the 
bureaucracy and outs l de who dream of 
a permanent peace with 

imperialism.The progress of the 
workers state requires a deepen l ng of 
the d l scuss Ions on a 11 Issues ra I sed 
by the conference and above all 
Issues on the International situation 
Inc I ud 1 ng prob I ems 1 n other workers 
states.For example why does the 
Po 11 sh government enter l nto 
negotiations with a wash out like 

Wa I esa who now is concerned on I Y to 
contain the Polish workers.? The CPSU 
has to learn to acquire the 
theoret lea I secur I ty to discuss w I th 
the masses over a 11 fundamenta I 
internal and international issues. 

Whereas the Soviet Uni on reg I sters 
progress and the wl 11 to el lmlnate 
abuses and re-enters the historic 
path set out by 1917,capltal Ism can 
only multiply Its excesses and 
mendacity.Thus the spokesmen of 
cap I ta 11 sm enterta In themse Ives about 
the prodigious economic performance 
which has meant that British 
capital Ism has succeeded In reaching 
the production level of 1974. if the 
Soviet Union could only claim 
that, the sycophants of cap I ta I Ism 
would be tireless In their 
denunciations. The Thatcher government 
hoped to permanent I y demora 11 se the 
populatlon by unemployment and 
weakening the trade unions with the 
fu 11 comp I i ance of sectors of the 
trade union bureaucracy who see their 
II ves as tota II y 11 nked to the 
survival of capital ism. However In 
spite of everythlng,the population 
continues to resist.capital Ism 
thought it had won a great v I ctory 
over the ml ners wh lch wou Id f I atten 
a 11 res I stance to cap I ta 11 st measures 
in the future-but the confidence of 
nurses, ferry men,car workers 
, teachers and now postmen has shown 
the oppos I te .l'-k>reover the return of 
the problem of Inflation shows yet 
again that capital ism Is destined to 
repeat Itself-Inflation wll I not go 
away partly because the massive world 
cap I ta 11 st arms economy st i rw I ates 
this,but also because the masses wl 11 
not accept a lower level of 

subsistence. 

The factor which I imits the 
Intervention of the population ls the 
attitude adopted by the leadership of 
the Labour party who in face of the 
crisis of capltallsm1 seek to contain 
opposition under the pretext that 
pol lcles of socialism wl 11 frighten 
the electorate. They justify this by 
~haslsing the reduced numbers of 
the proletariat and the large number 
of wel I heeled petlt 
bourgeoisie.However these are only 
manoeuvres. The problem with this 
leadership ls that it belongs. to a 
previous stage.It's an apparatus 
tra t ned to accept a 11 the bourgeo Is 
Interpretation of democracy and when 
capitalism Is hurt,they feel hurt 
with It.Thus as In Germany now or 
with Gonsalez In Spain or Rocard In 
France,they seek to cast doubt on the 
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need for a col lectivlsed economy,put 
the weight on a collaboration with 
capital and refuse to conduct 
struggles against the arms budgets 
and nuclear arms of capital Ism. This 
Is not the staga of reforming the 
capitalist system and thus they 
refuse to wage a ser I ous strugg I e 
against anything. It Is a gross 
abuse of the democracy which the 
court I ers of cap I ta 11 sm are a I ways 
prattl Ing about, that the teachers 
un l on shou Id be deprl ved of 
negotiating rlghts .. but no campaign ls 
made on this lssue .. and this Is but 
one example. It has become a 
comnonp I ace In Brita In to say that 
there ls no Qppositlon.The ~Kinnock 
leadership Is quite content to say 
that the left ls the cause of al I the 
trouble because they refuse to shut 
up and persist In talking about old 
fashioned social Ism.Al I this is very 
cynical and shows that a leadership 
which answers to the situation wi 11 
have to develop on a new basis .. partly 
from the renewed study of marxlsm and 
associated with this a greater 
understand Ing of the process In the 
workers states. The present I eadersh i p 
of the Labour party is anx lous to 

keep Britain separate from the rest 
of the world,whlch Is becoming more 
and more difficult to do. 

As the I eadersh Ip of the Labour 
party cl a I ms that on the bas Is of the 
reduct I on l n 4 the numbers of the 

proletarlat,it Is ll\1)0Sslble to make 
gains on soc I al 1st pol lcles,they show 
their fear of the more radical lsed 
sectors of the petlt bourgeoisie who 
have frequent I y voted 11 bera I because 
they see the rotten apparatus l n the 
Labour party.capital Ism does not only 
generate the opposition of the 
workers,.lt creates Qpposltlon In the 
petlt bourgeosle Irrespective of the 
numbers of the working class. 
Moreover In this stage of h I story 
great cracks appear In the edifice of 
capltallsm Itself. The feet that the 
church of Eng I and can no I onger be 
rel led upon to sustain the vicious 
pol lcles of capital Ism Is an 
Indication of the crisis. wltllln the 
heart of the system. The monarchy Is 
not untouched by this either.The 
crown prince shows a restlessness 
with the situation precisely because 
he fee Is what w 111 there be to 
1 nher it? The er It ic Isms wh lch he made 
about the home I ess and now about 
violence on televlslon enter Into 
confl i ct w I th the nature of 
capita I Ism.When Tebltt said al I this 
would end up In soctallsm,lt points 
to the massive er Is Is of the system 
where the monarchy begins to falter 
and the basis Is laid for Its 
disappearance. The labour party 
leadership and the trade union 
leaders who support the pol lcies of 

Kinnock turn away from thisabecause 
they seek to keep the system going. 

continued on page 2 
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THE INFLUENCE OF DIALECTICAL MATERIALISM 
ON THE CHURCH. J. POSADAS. NOVEMBER 1980. 

The most dee ls Ive aspect of Ii fe Is 
the objective necessity of historic 
progress which has st 111 not been 
satisfied; but has generaied 
fundamental forces and theories I Ike 
Marxism.Marxism contains and 
structures thought on the bas Is of · 
the lllOSt advanced method of 
analysis,conclusion and 
appl I cation.Science In the sysrem of 
private property means to observe,to 
understand, to resolve and to 
apply;al I as separated functions but 
not extraneous to each other, In a 
process determined by the relation 
with private property which functions 
In this way. 

In this system also the brain of 
the best scientist ls in wha'tever 
way; educaied In the Idea of supp I y 
and demand. This makes him seek,even 
if he does not apply It 
perSonally,the way to pay less to 
gain more,whlch Is the basis of every 
deception and every I le. This is not 
the behav I our of the human be l ng at 
the beginning of Its exls'tence so 
that In front of necessity It sought 
to obtain with the least effort the 
best result possible.Today the social 
relations of productlon,of buying and 
se 11 l ng are detenn I nant and a 11 the 
sci ent I sts who are not marx I st are 
Inevitably Influenced by this 
conception of life. 

The deba'te In the ecc I es I ast I ca I 
and theological hierarchy involving 
people I Ike Hans Kung ls putting Into 
discussion the need for the church on 
this earth.In reality the principles 
of the Fbpe and of the church are 
being examined and those of 
dlalectlcal mater I al Ism are being put 
In their place,even If neither Kung 
In Germany nor the other theo I og I ans 
are proposing this. The experience of 
1 lfe leads to the consciousness of 
rea 11 ty and these theo I og i ans are 
ob 11 ged to show th 1 s .Kung does not 
adnlt to having been one of those who 
had ·defended the apparatus and the 

line of the church, but only 'ten 
years ago he was defending what today 
he attacks.He was stlmula'ted among 

(refers to the polemic of Hans Kung with the Vatican) 

other things by Ethiopia and Vietnam 
which enl lgh'tened him. If the 
revolution has this effect It Is 
because In these theologians doubt 
already exlsts,a doubt which grows 
with the years, that problems cannot 
be resolved with the eccleslastlcal 
principles which they adop'ted before 
and towards which they have 
pragmatic sentiments." To think as 
God wishes" means to accept the 
idealism and the power which sustains 
such a conceptlon,that is the Papacy. 
Today many theologians help the 
progress of the revolutlon,of 
humanity and resolve their doubts. 

Kung who ls geographically far from 
Nicaragua Is Influenced by that 
country and In particular by priests 
such as Ernesto cardena I • The I atter 
was recently In Germany to speak of 
rel iglon and the armed struggle,not 
of Olrist and God.By affirming 11 it 
ls necessary to take up arms, the 
problems are not resolved by Invoking 
God" he expressed a dlalectlcal 
material !st conception. Those I Ike 
Kung who put In discussion the Fbpe 
and the principles of the church are 
the fruit of the development of the 
world class struggle. In Nicaragua 
they do not have enough to eat but 
they have Ideas and these come to 
them from the Soviet Union.Nicaragua 
Inf I uences Kung who In h Is turn 
influences a very large sector. 

The positions expressed by Kung 
lndica'te that the church ls In 
ferment,even If this st! 11 does not 
appear on the surface.He has In fact 
put In discussion al I the authority 
of the church and the Fbpe,certalnly 
a question which has a long 
tradition.Now there Is the beginning 
of a discussion even In the most 
I mpermeab I e churches such as the 
German and French.This shows how 
profound Is the revolutionary process 
wh I ch In th! s case Is not expressed 

with· bul lets,arms and material means 
but with Intellectual persuasion.The 
pressure of the mu It I tudes does not 
reach with l n the the structure of the 
church, but the Intellectual 

Influence which forces It to reason 

does.These theologians In their 
reasoning, but not yet In their 
conclusions adopt dlalectlcal 
material Ism. The growth of the 
ln'tel lectual Influence of the 
revolution has already shattered the 
trlpartl'te structure on which the 
church ls based: God,the Fbpe and the 
principle ecclesiastics.Of this God 
remains, but alone without a 
structure on which to be based. This 
comes from the weight of the 
lnfluenoe on the church, of the 
progress 1 ve course of 
hlstory,concentra'ted In the workers 
stare which teaches how to reason 
dialectically and not to be affirmed 
on the basis of person, power, nation 
or class. 

Reasoning dialectical ly,the 
theologians must confront the 
contradictions between the 1 lvlng 
thought of material life and the 
conception of the heavenenly 
1 lfe.What Is being placed In 
discussion is above al I the 
appl I cation of a heavenly conception 
on the earth but soon the nature of 
the heaven I y concept I on w 111 have to 
be confronted.Slnce,ln order to think 
people have no need of Fbpe and 
church tom:>rrow It w i 11 be on the 
agenda to pose what need Is there for 
God to exist. The presence of these 

theologians is extraordlnarl ly 
l~tant because thanks to them the 
church m I rrors how much the necess I ty 
for social transformations Is growing 
In the world,an uncontalnabfe 
process.When this lnfluenoe reaches 
such a wel I protecied nest and 
succeeds ln affecting the very top 
layers, It means that the church Is 
fal I Ing.Only the skeleton wl II 
remaln,as an organised falsehood, but 
on the way to a profound 

dlsln'tegratlon,ln demOnstratlon of 

the disintegration of the whole 
capital 1st apparatus.Certainly with 
al I his limlts,the ex-tent of Kung•s 
Inf I uence Is much grea'ter than the 
number of his suppor'ters.Wlthln the 
church he represents the sector most 
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sensitive to the revolutlon.cardenal 
is another exponent of th Is 
clergy,whose most advanced point Is 
however represenied by the church 

leaders of r.bscow who do not heslta'te 
to put next to the Icon, the portrait 
of Lenln,lnvltlng the faithful to 
fol low hls exanple. The leaders of the 
church do not make a speech about 
thls,but they don't say that any 
priest of the o-thodox church 
consciously thinks of avoiding the 
subject of Marx and Lenin and they 
find no contradiction In this. 

This has occured through the 
Influence of the revolution and when 
It affects non-revolutionary 
countries I Ike capital 1st Germany, It 
means a sharp blow to the theoretical 
preparation of the servants of the 
capital !st regime. The church has been 
broken Into two trunks,one sector Is 
expressed by Kung and the other by 
Lefevre.For Lefevre"lts necessary to 
defend the 1 lttle that we have by 
hang Ing on to the feet of air I st ,of 
the Virgin Mary and of al I the 
salnts".On the other hand the left 
which ls not 1 lmlted to the parish 
priests, but Includes also 
theologians places In discussion al I 
the principles of the church. In the 
church doubt Is diffused and thus the 
Papacy has had to re-evalue Gall leo 
and with this, even If 
involuntarl ly,the condennatlon of the 
church by human In-tel llgenoe. The 

mystical prlnclples of the church are 
false,convoluted in mystery and In 
the past one cons I dared them the 
fruit of lgnorance,of spiritual lsm,of 
fear,of lack of understanding and of 
the empiricism of 1 lfe. 

The criticism of mysticism mirrors 
now the clarity of the revolutionary 
process and the capacity of the 
masses of the world,even when they 
come from the most backward 
condltlons,to become protagonists of 
the construction of history. The 
theologians realise that In religious 
thought a spaoe has opened which 
comes fl I led with marxlsm,from the 
workers states and above a 11 from the 
Soviet Union.This Influences them and 

. determines In large measure their 
attitude. J.A:>sadas. 

It Is with great emot.lon that we record the death 
of Cele Em! I lo of the Argentinian section.As with 
Cele Mi Iler who died last year,Cde Eml I lo was one of 
the· last of the comrades of the original team which 
Cele Fbsadas creaied In 1945 to form the bases of 
both the Argentinian section and the Posadist 

International which developed from 1962 .Thus Cele 

Posadas had a great affection for the comrades who 
had accompanied him In the earl lest experiences.On 
the bases of these;, Cde Posadas developed the 
essential basis of his thought-the inevitable 
regenerat I on of the workers states and the pr I macy 
of the deve I opment of thought In the future path of 
humanity, that Is human consciousness preval Is over 
the economy, not the other way about. 

The left in the Labour party and In the 
trade unions has some difficulty In 
I nterven Ing w I th a 11 the necessary 
foroe,because the experiences of stallnism 
and the c I osed structure of Br It I sh 
t~ I a 11 sm have created much theoretlca I 
confusion and Issues of principle are 
rarely discussed. hm1edla1e Issues and 
111Jlledla1e solutions to lmnedlate Issues 
have been the style.But the advance to 
social Ism Is a highly conscious activity 
and requires a firm theoretical grasp of 
the world process.It Is that which 
determines the fare of Britain. At the 
last trade union congress,the EEPTU was 
thrown out and the unions In a confused 

very I tmlied blow at the rlght,because the 
real discussion le the way to develop a 
genu I ne trade un I on democracy and 
overthrow the I eadersh Ip of the EEPTU was 
avoided.But what wl 11 be necessary to 
develop an homogeneous left In the Labour 
party and the trade unions, Is a stage In 
which the clarlflcatlon of principles Is 
I Inked to an activity outside the 
dominion of the apparatuses,outslde the 
control of the electoral machines.The 
existing left In the Labour party and the 
unions can play a role In al I this 

The cultivation of 

marx Ism / and the e I aborat l on of l deas ls the 
strength of Fbsadism.Cde Em! I lo and the others of 
his generation were a support for a 11 th Is In 
maintaining the essentiai continuity of marxlsm. 
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way abandoned the government schemes for 
disguising the unemployment Issue.It was a 

provided they see the role of the workers 
states,who represent the world proletariat 
and are the basis for a class pol Icy and 
progranme In Britain •• 



THE FAILURE OF THE CAPITALIST ECONOMY 

The. pe.1tma.ne.n:t c.onc.e.1tn 06 wo1tld 
.lmpe.1t.la.L.l-0m .l-0 how be.o:t :to c.on61ton:t :the. 
wo1tke.1t-0 -0:ta.:te.-0 and :to :t1ty :to mode.1ta.:te. 
:the. Ln:te.1t-c.a.pL:ta.LLo:t c.on6LLc.:to •• Theo e. 
a1te. e.x:t1te.me.Ly oe.ve.1te. and no1tma.LLy would 
ha.v e. Le.d :to Ln:te.1t- c.apL:ta.LLo:t wa.1t, but 
:the. ne.e.d :to ma.Ln:ta.Ln oome. 601tm 06 
p1te.c.a1tLouo unL:ty Ln 61ton:t 06 :the. wo1tke.1to 
o:ta.:te.o p1te.ve.n:to :thLo.A:t va.1t.Lou-0 mome.n:t-0 
c.on6e.1te.nc.e.o a1te. he.Ld by :the. ma.jolt 
Lmpe.1tLaLLo:t powe.1to :to :t1ty :to LLmL:t :the.Lit 
dL66e.1te.nc.e.-0.Howe.ve.1t :the. Lmme.noe. 
c.on:t1ta.dLc.:t.lon-0 06 :the. wo1tld c.a.p.l:ta.LL-0:t 
e.c.onomy c.a.nno:t be. 1te.-0otve.d and wha.:te.ve.Jt 
:the. de.La.yo .ln :the. Lne.vL:ta.bLe. 6Lna.L 
-0e.:t:tle.me.n:t 06 a.c.c.oun:to be.:twe.e.n :the. 
wo1tke.1t-0 o:ta.:te.o,:the. wo1tld ma.ooe.-0, and 
Lmpe.1tLa.LL-0m 1 :the. La.:t:te.1t c.a.nno:t 
mL:tLga.:te., Uo p1tobte.m-0 wh.lc.h :te.nd :to 
a.c.c.umula.:te. a.nd ooc.La.LLy de.c.ompooe. 
c.apL:ta.LL-0.t a.u:tho1tL:ty. The. e.xpe.1t.Le.nc. e o 6 
:the. Tha.:tc.he1t gove1tnme.n:t ha.o .to be. pla.c.e.d 
wL.thLn :thL-0 c.on.tex:t. 

A 6 :t e1t :the. d e.b a.c.L e. o 6 :the. H ea.th 
gove.1tnme.n.t Ln 61ton:t 06 .the. mLne.1t-0, big 
buoLne.-0-0 de.c..lde.d on a. oha.1tp c.ha.nge. 06 
61ton:t Ln B1tL:ta..ln •• ThL-0 Ln L:toe.L6 
c.01t1te.oponde.d :to :the. end 06 a. c.a.p.l:ta.LL-0.t 
eye.Le. 06 1te.c.ove.1ty a.6:te.1t :the. end 06 :the. 
-0e.c.ond wo1tld wa.1t and :the g1towLng 
a.gg1ta.va.:tLon 06 Ln:te1t c.a.pL:ta.LLo:t 
c.ompe.:tL:tLon. The. Re.a.ga.n a.dmLnL-0:t1ta.:tLon 
wa.o :the. e.quLva.Le.n:t p1toc.e.o-0 Ln :the. United 
S:ta.:te.-0. ALL :th.lo .ln:te.noL6Le.d .ln:te.1t 
c.a.p.l:ta.L.l-O:t c.ompe.:tL:tLon, wa.o a.nd .lo 
va.o.tly a.ugme.n:te.d by :the. na.1t1towLng opa.c.e. 
601t c.a.pL:ta.LL-0.t de.ve.Lopme.n:t.be.c.a.uoe. 06 
:the. e.x.l-0:te.nc.e. 06 :the. wo1tke.1t-0 o:ta.:te.-0. In 
p1ta.c.:t.lc.e. :the. e.xpe.1t.le.nc.e. 06 :the. Tha.:tc.he.1t 
gove.1tnme.n:t ha.-0 ohown de.c.L-0.lve.Ly :tha.:t 
c.a.pL:ta.LLom ha.-0 6a.Lle.d Ln L:to obje.c.:tLve.-0 
and Lno:te.a.d 06 de.ve.LopLng a. new 1toa.d a.o 
.l:t ha.o c.La.Lme.d, ha.-0 -0.lmply p1te.pa.1te.d :the. 
way 601t p1Lo6ound e.c.onom.lc. d.l-001tde.1L a.nd 
c.1£.LoLo a.nd a.n Ln:te.noL6Le.d c.La.oo o:t1tuggle. 
Lmpo-0-0Lble. :to c.on:ta..ln.A:t:te.mp:t-0 .to bu.ltd 
up Tha.:tc.he.1t a.-0 :the. g1te.a.:t le.a.de.It a.1te. 
a.bje.c..t and Lne.v.l:ta.bly e.mp:ty po-0:tu1t.lng 
.ta.ke.-0 :the. pla.c.e. 06 oolu:tLon-0.The. 
dLoa.o:t1Lou-0 :tulLn Ln :the. ba.la.nc.e. 06 
pa.yme.n:t-0 Lo oLmpty one. e.xp1te.o-0Lon 06 
:thL-0. The. g1tow:th 06 Lmpo1t:to and :the. 
6a.Ltu1te. 06 e.xpo1t:t-0 :to develop a..t .the. 
ne.c.e.ooa.1ty 1ta..te. .lo pa.Jt.t 06 .the. c.on.t.lnu.lng 
de.ba.c.te. 06 .the. c.a.pL:ta.LL-0.t e.c.onomy. 

B1t.Lta.ln L-6 a.n ou:to:ta.ndLng e.xa.mpte. 06 
:the. te.nde.nc.y .towa.1td-0 pa.1ta.-0L.tLom wh.lc.h 
c.ha.1ta.c.:te.4Lo e.-0 .lmpe.1t.La.LL'6m Ln L:t-6 6Lna.t 
-0.ta.ge.-0.Al.though :the. :tha..tc.he.1t.l:te. a.1tgume.n:t 
wa.-0 :to ma.k.e. B1tL:tLoh Lnduo:t1ty mo!Le. 
c.ompe.:tL.t.lv e , Ln 1te.a.l.l:ty BILL:t.l4h 
.lmpe.1tLa.lLom wa.-0 muc.h mo!Le. c.onc.e.4ne.d wL.th 
:the. e.xpo1t:t 06 c.a.pL.ta.L. Mo1te.ove.1L ouc.h .lo 
.l.to g1tow.lng we.a.k.ne.oo tha.:t e.ve.n Ln 
6Lna.nc..la.l .te.1tmo, B1tL.t.l-0h .lmpe4La.L.lom ha.-0 
now a.n und.l4:tLngu.l'6he.d pe.1t.601tma.nc.e.. The. 
CL:ty 06 London 6amou-0 .ln ye.a.1£.0 gone. by 
a.o a c.e.n.t1te. 06 B1t.l:t.loh Lmpe.1t.la.LLo:t 
6Lna.nc.e., ha.-0 be.come. a. c.e.n.t1te. 601t wo1ttd 
6.lna.nc.e.,wL.th B1t.L:tLoh ba.nko ha.v.lng unde.1t 
20% 06 :the. London ba.nkLng 
ma.1tke..t.Ja.pane.-0e. Lmpe.1£.La.LLom Lo 6a1t mo1te. 
.lmp1te.o-0.lve.,a.:t te.a.o:t on :the. e.c.onomLc. 
pla.ne..Thuo Ln .e.Lec.:t4on.lc.-O a. 6unda.me.n.ta.l 
a.1te.a. 601t an e.xpa.nd.lng e.c.onomy,B1t.l:tL-0h 
.lmpe.1t.La.LL-0m 6a.tt-0 be.hLnd .th4ough t.a.c.k 06 
Lnve.-0:tme.n.t.ThL-0 Lo a.loo :the. c.a.-0e. Ln 
opa.c.e. 1te-0e.a.1tc.h.Compa.1Le.d w.l:th o.the.1t ma.jolt 
c.ompe.:tLto1to Ln :the. Eu1tope.a.n Common 
Ma.1tke.:t,B1LL.tLoh Lmpe.1t.La.t.l-0m Lo we.LL down 
Ln .the. 4ha.1te. 06 .the. wo1tld ma.1£.ke.:t. 06 a.LL 

BRITISH IMPERIALISM HAS NO INTEREST 
IN SOLVING THE "/RISH PROBLEM'~ 

The Intensification of the war between Erltlsh lmperlallsm and the 
IRA draws attention again to the fact that the former has no 
Interest In a solution to the "Irish questlon".The agreement with 
the Repub 11 c, that Is the "Ang lo-Ir I sh" agreement was t ntended as a 
means ultlmately,through "good relations" with the South to get the 
latter Into Neto.But whatever plans Imperialism has In that 
direction, It Is not going to abandon the North nor develop a better 
social pol icy towards the oppressed cathol lc masses of that region. 
The pol Icy of repress l on adopted In the north Is a I so a permanent 
warning to the population of the rest of the British isles. The 
Glbralter episode and the more recent shooting of IRA ment>ers In 
Ireland itself on the same principle, represent the mental tty of 
Erltlsh lmperlallsm for every tssueoThe Malvlnas war and the 
marionette fol lowing of every Yankee pol Icy are no different from 
the repression in Northern Ireland. 

The repression in Northern Ireland has to be seen fn the context 
of the war preparations of Imperial ism against the workers states 
which means the preparation of Internal repression against the 

popu I atl on of whatever lmperi a II st country. The m 111 tary 
estab I i shment of Imper 1 a Ii sm is ma I nta I ned In a constant state of 
a I ert. But at the same t l me the pers I stence of the I RA tends to 
demoral lse the mi 1 ltary teams,whlch then further intensifies the 
b I ind and l mpotent hatred of Imper I a II sm wh lch cannot stab ll l se its 
situation. The demand for the withdrawal of Eritish troopslscorrect 
but ft has to be accompanied by a much more positive progranme and 
pol icy. It Is thus of very great Importance that the labour left and 
the leadership of the IRA give a social orientation to the "Irish 
problem".Neither Ireland nor Erltaln have a future under the regime 
of capital Ism.Whole areas of both countries are being left to rot. 
Poverty ,unemployment and the lnablllty to develop an economy which 
serves the Interest of the popu I at I on are common to both 
countries. The dictatorship In Northern Ireland, the bourgeois regime 
in the south and the plutocracy ln London al I have the same 
mentality-war against the population. 

tlbre and more with the development of crises within the Colrm:>n 
Market a soc la Ii st a I ternat Ive will have to be proposed. The same 
principle applies to the British-Irish situation.A discussion has to 
be implemented which poses the perspective of a Socialist Federation 
of Britain and lreland,wlthln which a United Ireland would develop • 
This means the progranrne of social transformations and a united 
class struggle across both countries.At the very moment that the 
struggle over Ireland ls accentuated,the Soviet Union In the actions 
over Annen I a has shown the natura I capac I ty of the workers state to 
overcome reg 1 ona I and natl ona I d I sputes. Th Is Is because the workers 
state has no special Interests which hinder the solution of such 
issues.Imperialism and capitalism have a mountain of special 
tnterests,class interests which Impede the solution of national 
problems.By exacerbating such problems,capltaltsm always hopes to 
diminish the weight of the proletariat, substltutlna artlflcl,.1 

boundery issues for the reality which determines all,the class 
struggle. 

llllGlltNO-/lllRll811/lH llNIJ THE llEEIJ 

10/t THE PARTY 
Both the hand I i ng of events In Nagorno-Karabakh and the 

proceedings of the nineteenth conference of the CPSU confirm the 
analysis of the European Bureau In its resolution over Annenta-that 
the process of partial regeneration In the workers states ls 
advanc Ing rapid I y, tota I I y on the 11 nes pred I cted by Cde Posadas t n 
his texts on that subject. The soviet leadership made no concession 
to the local apparatuses In Annenia and Azerbaljan,who were roundly 
denounced for the pol Teles which had led to the criminal outrages fn 
Sumga It. The I oca I bureaucracy 1 n Nagorno-Karabakh atten¢ed to defy 
the workers state by proclaiming independance In association with 
Annen i a. Th Is was then endorsed by the Armen I an par II ament. Th ls 
gives some idea of the entrenched Interests of the local 
apparatus.They are prepared to develop al I manner of manoeuvres to 
defy the centre and conceal their rotten objectives by trying to 
utlllse the legitimate social needs of the populations in these 
areas In the service of local interests. These bear no relation to 
the central lsed functioning of the workers states.and are examples 
of the local Stal In ism resulting from the conception of "Social Ism 
In one country•i. In the hands of the I oca I bureaucrats this means 
''bureaucracy for our reg I on w l th freedom to p 11 fer the pub 11 c 
resources to the maximum of our capacity". 

The demonstrations In these regions were certainly profound and 

"~--...\.,.,~·--~----~~~----~~~~----c-o_n_t __ i_n_u~e_d::.._o.:,.::n_::p~a~g~e:_:4 __ ~~~~~~~------------...... ~_:A~A~n~t:_:,•~,::~::_~.:.:'..:..~.:_~~~---, "'"' rnued on page 4. " 
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.t.he. ma.ln. .ln.du.-0.t.1t..lal c.ou.n.:tlf.Le.-0 L:t ha-0 
be.en e.-0.:t.lma.:te.d :tha:t only .ln. Blf.L:t~Ln ha-0 
:the. volume. 06 man.u6a.c.:tu1t.Lng ou:tpu:t 1t.L-0e.n 
l.e-0-0 :than :to:ta.l ou.t.pu:t ove.1t. ;the. l.a<>:t 
:tw e.n.:t Y 6 L v e. yea.If.<> • 1J e.,e, p .l:t e :the c. h a:t:t elf. 
06 a. g1tea..t. 1t.e.c.ove.1ty 01t.gan.L.&e.d by .the. 
-0poke.-0me.n. 06 c.ap.l:tal.l.&m,all :tha:t ha<> 
happened .l.o a. 601t.m ofi :the fiamou.-0 
.o.ta.gfila.t..lon-:tha.:t .l-0 a. -0.t.agnan.:t e.c.onomy 
.ln :te.1t..m-0 06 p1t..oduc.:t.lve. a.dva.nc.e. bu:t w.l:th 
c.on:tLnuou-0 Ln.fil.a:tLon.The. 6unda.me.n:ta.t 
Ln:te.1te.<>.t-0 06 B1t.L:tL-0h .lmpe.1t..la.lL-0m lLe ln 
601t.e.Lgn Lnve.&:tmen:t and a.1tm-0 
p1t.oduc.:t.lon.Tha.:tc.he.1t..o mo.o:t 1t.ec.en:t 
c.oun:te.1t.-1t.e.volu:t.lona.1t.y v.l-01...t. :to A.o.la. wa.<> 
c.lo.oely c.onne.c.:te.d w.l:th a.1t..m-0 -0a.le-0.Bu.:t 
wha.:te.ve1t.. :the p1t..epa.1t..a.:tlon-0 :to c.onfi1t.on:t 
:the <>ovle..t.-0, B1t..l:tl-0h .lmpe1t..la.lL-0m no 
longe.1t.. ha.-0 the me.a.n-0 :to c.on:t1t.ol 
a.ny.thLng. wh.lc.h l-0 why :the. .o hou:t.lng and 
po-0:tu1t.lng 06 Tha.:tc.he1t ha.-0 a. com.le.at 
u:. e.m e.nz. w n a;t e. v e.1t. :the. c. en.t.1t al.l-0 a.:t.lo n o 6 
c.ap.l:ta.f.. Off. .the a:t.temp.t .to c.Jtu-6h :tJta.de. 
unLon f...lbe1t.:t.le-0,:the. wo1t.ld no tonge.1t. 
obe.y.o the 61...a.:t-0 06 B1t..l:tL-0h Lmpe.lf..la.f..l.om. 
1n:te1t c.a.p.l:ta.l.l.o;t c.ompe.:t.l:tLon .l-0 
augmen:t.lng,wha:teve.1t. .t.he. need to 
c. e.n:tlf. af...l-6 e a g a.Ln-6 :t :th e w o If. k elf. -6 -6 t a.:t e-0 
and :thL-0 .l-0 pa1t..t.lc.uta.1tly -0 o w.l.th .the. 
"l.lbe.1t.a.:tLon" 06 :the. Eu1t.ope.a.n Common 
Ma.1t..ke.t .ln 7992. 
ThL-0 p1t.oc.e-0-0 L.o Lne.vL:table.,bu:t w.lll only 
.lnten-6.lfiy :the .ln:te.1t. c.a.pLtat.l.ot 
c. om p e.:t.lt.lo n. B1t..l:tL1.i h .lm p e1t..lal.l-0 m 6 e e.t-0 
.l:t-0el6 :to be weak Ln 61t.on:t 06 :the. 
F1t.anc.o-Ge.1t.ma.n bloc.k,he.nc.e. :the. ho-Ot.ll.l:ty 
06 Tha:tc.he.1t. .ln pa.1t.:t.lc.ula.1t. :to :the Ldea 06 
a c.en.t1t.al. Eu1t..ope.a.n bank and e.n.te.1tLng :the 
Eu1t.opea.n mone.:ta.1t.y .&y-0.t.em. Th.l-0 L.o .t.he 
exp1t.e.-0.0Lon 06 .t.he. c.lea.Jt we.a.kne.-0-0 06 :the. 
B1t..l.tL-0h economy .ln c.ompa1t..l-0on w.l.t.h the 
1te.-0:t 06 :the majo1t.. Eu1t..ope.an Lndu-0.t.1t..lal 
powe.1t.-0.A-0 :the. ally 06 .t.he. yank-0 .ln 
Eu1t.ope,:the.y a.l-00 6ea~ .t.he 
Ln.t.en-0L6.lc.a.t.lon 06 Eu1t.ope.an c.ompe.t.ULon 
wL:th Va.nke.e Lmpe1t..lal.l-0m. The 
p1topaga.nda 601t Tha.:tc.he1t ha-0 be.en .t.o 
-Ougge-0.t. .tha..t. "B1t..l:taLn L.o g1tea:t 
agaLn 11

• Bu.t. 1te.a.l.l:ty .l-0 exa.c.:tly :the 
oppo-OL:t.e.. B1t..l.tL-0h Lmpe.1t.la.lL.&m .l.6 

we.ake.1t .t.ha.n e.ve.1t.l.t-0 p1t.o-0pec..t.-0 a1te. 
bleak and all .t.he. p1t.oblem-0 a1t..e. 
c.oa.le-0c.Ln9 .t.o de.6.lne an Lmage. 06 :to.t.al 
de.ge.ne.1ta:tLon,6a1t wo1t.-0e :than when 
Tha.:tc.he.tr.. came .ln.to 066.lc.e.. The. g1tow.lng 
-0 oc..la.l. and e.c.onom.lc. .ln-0.:tab.l.t.l:ty .ln 
c.apL.t.a.l.l-0.t. Eulf.ope wLll 1t..eanLma:te .the. 
dL-0c.u-0-0Lon 601t a Eu.If.ope.an -Ooc.Lal.l.o.t. 
pe.1t-0pe.c..t..lve. .to be Lnc.01t.po1t.a..t.ed Ln .the 
dL-0c.u-0.o.lon-0 06 .t.he. Labou1t le.6.t..The "61tee 
ma1t.ke.:t 11 of; Eu1t.ope.an c.apL.tal.l-0m de.ma.nd.o 
.t.he <>Logan 06 .t.he Sov.le.t. Soc..lalL.6.t. 
Fede1ta:t.lon 06 Eu1t..ope.,.t.o un.l6y .the c.la-0.& 
-0.t.1tuggle. aga.Ln-0.t. .t.he d.lc..t.a..to1t-0hLp 06 
c.ap.l:tal • • 

from page 3 

THE BRITISH "HOOLIGANS" AND 

THEIR SOCIAL BASIS. 

The violent encounters 
between so-ca 11 ed footba 11 
fans in West Germany where 
British hooligans were 
particularly promlnent,the 
gang wars between rival groups 
of again so-cal led footbal I 
fans In Britain itself and 
various disorders Jn rural 
areas as we 11 1 can on I y be 
seen as part of a response of 
some sectors of the youthfu I 
population and not the 
majority to the conditions of 
I lfe as 1 lved under 
capltallsm.Potentlally they 
are the material for 
fascism.Some of the hoodlums 
speaking of their exploits 
abroad have spoken of their 
nationalist pride.The fascist 
groups should find material 
here but what ls Important is 
that organised fascism has 
made so 1 lttle progress.After 
the stadium disaster In 
Brussels In which fascist 
participation was clear, no 
progress was made by the 
fascists nor has there been 
any since. It does not mean 
that these elements are going 
to disappear,s!mply that 
capital ism lacks the capacity 
to use them.Everywhere the 
fascist groups have failed to 
bui Id anything which does not 
fal I apart subsequently. 

The British thugs are 
notorious In Europe and Steel 
the former Liberal leader was 
obliged at one moment to say 
In relation to these sectors 
that the British were regarded 
as the "barbarians of 

Europe".What Is the origin of 
this behaviour? Bas I cal ly th ts 
mentality Is connected with 
the Impotence of British 
imperialism In face of more 
powerful capita I Isms.The thugs 
who boast of their 

"Britishness" are trying to 
assert a social weight and 
Importance that British 
imperialism no longer has.The 
I atter Is extreme I y feeb I e l n 
front of the expansion of the 
Common Market.The social 
composition of the groups who 
participate ln the 
confrontations is not made up 
necessarl ly of unemployed 
sectors but layers who are 
employed but feel the vacuum 
In their 1 lves,a lack of 
social Importance of those who 
feel above the rest of the 
populatlon,but have no means 
of asserting this.The clashes 
with other national I ties is 
analogous with the augmented 
competition between the 
European capital !st states 1 as 
there ls no scope for a war 
between Britain and Germany 
because this is the stage of 
the final encounter between 
Imperial Ism and the workers 
states 1 the antagonism between 
capitalist states finds 
expression In this form.It is 
a very backward phenomenon but 
just one symptom of the 
tensions that multfply to the 
level of Insanity as the whole 
putrefying soc I al order of 
capitalism begins to fall 
apart. 

THE ASSASSINATION 
OF ZIA 

The assassination of general Zia mi I itary.and security services. Since then the soviets have 

and a sizeable proportion of the The reasons for the assassination actively Intervened against the 
general staff of the Pakistani army stem from the Incapacity of counter revolutionary groups who 
can only have come about through an imperial Ism to control the retook Kundu:z, by sending In their 
enormous internal struggle within area.Although the Afghan government air force. The Yankee government has 
the leading teams of Yanke signed an agreement which tn our since accused them of violating the 
imperial ism.The new leaders of the view was quite treaty which the soviets have 
army are inevitably seeking to unecessary,nonetheless the Yanks rejected without any cone I 1 latory 
maintain al I the I inks with the have got involved In a war which noises. Al I this recent experience 

are not to be I inked with national 1st sentiment but with the desire Yanks as the reactionary regime In they are not going to win and on has shown that there ls no 
for social changes and improvements in the workers state. There were Pakistan has no other soc lat which they have spent ml 11 ions of possibl 1 lty of a serious truce with 

banners in support of Gorbachev which the local bureaucrats ordered supr:iort,but at the same time the dollars.The Yanks shift most of the lmperiallsm. Even If a for a period 
to be removed.Demonstrations began in Nagomo-Karabakh over delays regime under Zia himself had to money and support to those who want there are adjustments between 
in improving social conditions in agriculture, insufficient water propose elections in the autumn. The to destroy the regime In Imperialism and the workers states 
supplies etc.The soviet leadership is now actively intervening to liquidation of Zia has to be placed Afghanistan-baslcally Invented ,they cannot last tong,because the 
raise the standard of I iving of the area and in both Armenia an.d In the context of the Afghan war and people,and there are disagreements very existence of the workers states 
Azerbaijan. There Is no doubt that the fl rm hand I i ng of this is a s I gn of the extreme despa Ir w l th other fact l ons who do not fl nd prov l des a permanent examp I e for 
situation wi 11 increase enormously the confidence of the soviet which governs the actions of the this 1 lne acceptable.Zia had humanity to fol low against 
leadershlp,and increase at the same time the pressure of the agents and supporters of Yankee supported the guerl I la groups but capital Ism and Imperial Ism.But what 
population for social improvements and greater direct Intervention imper la! ism. There has been an may have been found wanting for the soviets have to discuss ls not 
in all political,social and economic issues.In their resolution over attempt to place the assassination whatever reason In the new process simply the continuation of military 
Nagorny Karabakh •the soviet I eadersh i p spoke of the "pr! nc i p I es of at the door of the soviets. But that in Afghan I stan. It Is important to aid to Afghan I stan aga Inst the 
internationalism".lt will be important to develop this theme does not correspond to their policy to his Afghan whites, but how to develop 

f · I • • • I • or the'1r needs. "'"' the other hand note that just prior Afghan·1stan as a wor'·-s state,and urther, not JUSt n relation to the national 1t es of the Soviet "" """ 

the assass '1nat'1on could only be 1 lquldation, the soviets had made it thus an example of sov'1et ca"""lty Union but to the whole world situation. It is necessary to discusss ... --
also how such a situation arose in the workers states and to share carried out by people very wet I absolutely clear that they were not to al I the oppressed masses of the 
this experience directly with the soviet population so that the Informed about the movements of the prepared to tolerate any more Middle East and Asia. 
level of everyone is raised and this must be done with the proper Pakistani leadership, and this means violations of the Geneva treaty by 

• the Pak I stan author It l es. 
functioning of the party. the top echelons of the Yankee 

4~--------------~------~--~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~------~------~----~~--~------~----~~~~~~~~--"""' 
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